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Thel rapid development of information technologies and the advent of the World-
Wide feb have resulted in a tremendous increase in the amount of available mul-
timedi~ information. As a result, there is a need for effective mechanisms to search 
! 
large c4llections of multimedia data, especially images. 
i 
In qrder to alleviate some of the problems associated with text-based approaches 
to ima~e retrieval, content-based image retrieval (CBIR) was proposed. The idea is 
to sear hon images directly. A set of low-level features, which can be either global or 
region- ased, are extracted from an image to represent its visual content. Retrieval 
of images is then done by image example where a query image is given as input by 
the user [130]. The relevance of a database image to the query image is proportional 
to their feature-based similarity. Those feature representations deemed the most 
"similj" are returned to the user as the retrieval set. Unfortunately, human notion 
of simqarity is usually based on high-level abstractions, such as activities, events, or 
emotior displayed in an image. As a result, images with high feature-based similarity 
may bf completely different in terms of user-defined semantics. This discrepancy 
betwee~ low-level features and high-level concepts is known as the semantic gap [114]. 
Relbvance feedback (RF) [114] is a supervised learning technique that, by gath-
1 
ering s1 mantic information from user interaction, can reduce the semantic gap and 
impro e retrieval performance. We can distinguish two different types of information 
provid d by RF. The short-term learning obtained within a single query session is 
intra-q ery learning. The long-term learning accumulated over the course of many 
query fessions is inter-query learning. While intra-query learning ha.s been widely 





In trs dissertation, the problem of mapping the low-level physical characterization 
of ima,es to high-level semantic concepts is addressed by focusing on inter-query 
learnin!f in CBIR with both global and region-based image representations. While 
the focis is on inter-query learning, novel intra-query learning approaches and image 
1 
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A picl-e is worth a thousand words 
1.1 I Image Retrieval 
I 
The rapid development of information technologies and the advent of the World-Wide 
Web have resulted in a tremendous increase in the amount of available multimedia 
information. As a result, there is a need for effective mechanisms to search large 
! 
collectipns of multimedia data (e.g., image, audio, video). The management of text 
inform!tion has been studied thoroughly and there have been many successful ap-
proachls for handling text databases (see [121]). However, the progress in research 
and deyelopment of multimedia database systems has been slow due to the difficulties 
I 
and challenges of the problem. Of particular interest to us are images. 
ThJ development of concise representations of images that can capture the essence 
of thei} visual content is an important task. However, as the above saying suggests, 
I 
represerting visual content is a very difficult task. The human ability to extract 
semanlks from an image by using knowledge of the world is remarkable, though 
probabjly difficult to emulate. 
I 





is to assign a set of descript ive keywords to it . Then , image retrieval is performed 
by matching the query text with the stored keywords [117]. However , there are 
many problems associated with this simple keyword matching approach . First , it is 
usually the case that all the information contained in an image cannot be captured 
by a few keywords. Furthermore, a large amount of effort is needed to do keyword 
assignments in a large image database . Also, because different people may have 
different interpretations of an image's content , there will be inconsistencies [117]. 
Consider the image in Figure 1.1. One might describe it as "mountains", "trees", 
and "lake" . However, that particular description would not be able to respond to 
user queries for "water", "landscape", "peaceful", or "water reflection". 
Figure 1.1: Sample image. 
In order to alleviate some of the problems associated with text-based approaches, 
content-based image retrieval (CBIR) was proposed (see [27 , 28] for examples of early 
approaches). The idea is to search on the images directly. A set of low-level features 
(such as color , texture, and shape) are extracted from the image to characterize its 
visual content. In traditional approaches [27, 28, 45, 49 , 67 , 91 , 105 , 123 , 126 , 132, 
133, 136, 14 7] , a set of global features are extracted from the image . The features 
are then the components of a feature vector which makes the image correspond to a 
point in a feature space (See Figure 1.2). In contrast to traditional methods , which 
extract global image features, region-based approaches [15, 17, 73 , 75, 81, 134, 146] 
2 
extract features from segmented regions of an image. The main objective of using 
regions is to do a more meaningful retrieval that is closer to a user's perception of an 
image 's content. That is, instead of looking at the image as a whole, we look at its 








Figure 1.2: Image representations: a) global: a set of global features is extracted and 
the image is represented by a single point in feature space; b) region-based: a set of 
local features is extracted from each segmented region and the image is represented 
by a (variable) number of points in feature space. 
Retrieval of images in CBIR is done by image example where a query image is 
given as input by the user [130] . Thus, the system views the query and database 
images as a collection of features. The relevance of a database image to the query 
image is then proportional to t heir feature-based similarity. The general computa-
3 
tional framework of a CBIR system is depicted in Figure 1.3. In order to create the 
image database, images are processed by a feature extraction algorithm and their 
feature representations are stored in the database. The same feature extraction algo-
rithm is used to obtain the features that represent the query image. The similarity 
measure compares the representat ion of the query image with the representation of 
each database image. Those feature representations deemed the most "similar" are 
returned to the user as the retrieval set . The selection of an appropriate similar-
ity measure is also an important problem. Different similarity measures will affect 
retrieval performance significantly. Since visual content can be represented by dif-
ferent attributes, the combination of and importance of each set of features has to 
be considered. In addition , the similarity measure should be adaptive so that it can 
accommodate the preferences of different users. 
Image I Image 2 lmr1ge n Query Image 
Feature Extraction Feature Extraction 
I magc Database Query Index 
Similarity Measurement 
Retrieval Set 
Figure 1.3: General CBIR computational framework. 
There are also problems with this general CBIR computational framework. The 
human notion of similarity is usually based on high-level abstractions such as activi-
ties, events , or emotions displayed in an image. Therefore , a database image with a 
4 
high fell ture similarity to the query image may be completely different from the query 
in terms of user-defined semantics. This discrepancy between low-level features and 
high-letel concepts is known as the semantic gap [130]. 
Reltance Feedback (RF), originally developed for information retrieval [114], has 
been proposed as a learning technique aimed at reducing the semantic gap. It works 
by gatJering semantic information from user interaction. Based on the user's feedback 
on the Ltrieval results, the retrieval scheme is adjusted. Thus, by providing an image 
similarity measure under human perception, RF can be seen as a form of supervised 
learning. In order to learn a user's query concept, the user labels each image returned 
in the previous query round as relevant or non-relevant. Based on the feedback, the 
retrievtl scheme is adjusted and the next set of images is presented to the user for 
labellirlg. This process iterates until the user is satisfied with the retrieved images or 
stops searching Figure 1.4 shows a typical RF process. 
I . 
Query Retrieval Set 1 
Relevance Feedback 
] 
[ -1 -1 
]] LEARN 
Retrieval Set 2 
[ ] 
Relevance Feedback 
[ 1 -1 1 LEMrn 
Figure 1.4: A typical RF process. 
Precision and recall are common measures that are used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of an image retrieval system. Consider an image database consisting of a set of 
images 'D. Let q be a query image and AC V be the subset of images in V that are 
5 
relevant to q. Assume that a given image retrieval strategy processes q and generates 
R c as the retrieval set. Then, n+ = Rn A is the set of relevant images to q 
pear in R. Similarly, n- = R - A is the set of non-relevant images to q that 
Figure 1.5 illustrates these sets. The precision and recall measures are 










Figure 1.5: Image retrieval performance measures: 'Dis the set of all database images; 
A is t e set of all images relevant to a query; R is the retrieval set in response to the 
query; precision is IR+I/IRI; recall is IR+I/IAI. 
Bo h high recall and high precision are desirable, though not often obtainable. 
That i , in many cases, improvement of one leads to the deterioration of the other. 
6 
Note tlat perfect recall could be achieved simply by letting R = V (i.e., by retrieving 
all images in the database in response to q). However, obviously, users would probably 
not be lhappy with this approach. Thus, recall by itself is not a good measure of the 
perforlance of an image retrieval system. Instead, users want the database images 
to be rlnked according to their relevance to q and then be presented with only the 
k most relevant images so that IRI = k < IVI. Therefore, in order to account for 
the qu lity of image rankings, precision at a cut-off point (e.g., k) is commonly used. 
For example, if k = 20 and the top 20 ranked images are all relevant to q, then R 
I 
contains only relevant images and thus precision is 1. On the other hand, if k = 
40 and only the first top 20 images are all relevant to q, then half of the images in 
I 
R are ran-relevant to q and thus precision is only 0.5. A common way to depict 
the de!adation of precision rui k increruies is to plot a precision-recall graph. Figure 
1.6 sh 
1
ws a typical precision-recall graph. This graph shows the tradeoff between 
precision and recall. That is, attempting to increase recall results in the introduction 
of more non-relevant images into R, thus decreasing precision. Ideally, we would 
like improvements in the image retrieval system to result in the precision-recall curve 
movin11 upwards and towards the right (i.e., both high precision and high recall). 
1.2 I Problem Statement 
Since its introduction to CBIR by Minka [96], RF has been incorporated into a variety 
of systfms. However, most do not implement one of the main goals set forth by Minka 
- the a[ility to apply what is learned from past RF interactions to the current task. 
In moslt; current systems, all prior experience is lost. The retrieval strategy is refined 
by usi g only RF supplied by the current user and the learning process starts from 
groun up for each new query. That is, the system only takes into account the current 
query . ession without using any long-term learning. Thus, these systems are based 
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Recall 
Figure 1.6: A typical precision-recall graph. 
for each query. 
Wei can distinguish two different types of information provided by RF. The short-
! 
term l!arning obtained within a single query session is intra-query learning. The 
long-te['m learning accumulated over the course of many query sessions is inter-query 
learnijg. By accumulating knowledge from users, long-term learning can be used to 
enhanJe future retrieval performance. The fact that two images were regarded as 
I 
similarj by a previous user is a cue for similarities in their semantic content. This 
is bec,use, although different people may associate the same image into different 
concepfs, there is some common semantic agreement. While short-term learning ha.s 
been lidely used in the literature, less research has been focused on exploiting long-
term lfarning. 
In his dissertation, the problem of mapping the low-level physical characterization 





learninl in CBIR with both global and region-based image representations. While 
the focrs is on inter-query learning, we also present some novel intra-query learning 
approthes and image representations. The following are some of the key issues that 
are adjressed: 
I 
• 'fhat learning approaches can be used to exploit the information that is ob-
tned during the RF process? What long-term learning structures can be used 
l represent and memorize this knowledge? 
• How to handle different interpretations of the semantics of an image? 
• How can we combine intra and inter-query learning in an adaptive manner? 
I . 
1here may be situations in which it may be advantageous to rely more heavily 
oln one type of learning. For instance, at the beginning, when only a few queries 
tjave been processed, inter-query learning can be unreliable and we may want to 
I 
depend more on intra-query learning. Similarly, as more queries are processed 
a:nd experience accumulates, it may be advantageous to rely more on inter-query 
l~arning. Thus, it is desirable to have a principled way for exploiting intra and 
+er-query learning that adapts to the current situation. 
• ijow can we exploit inter-query learning in an efficient manner? If the memo-
1 
rization and exploitation of learned knowledge results in a large increase in space 
and/ or time requirements, we may have to question whether the advantages of 
Ting inter-query learning justify this. Thus, we must ensure that inter-query 
1rarning does not result in large overhead. A compact representation with good 
generalization performance is desirable. 
1.3 Organization of Dissertation 
The re~ainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. 
g 
• 1hapter 2. Content-Based Image Retrieval 
If this chapter, we give an overview of CBIR and review the following important 
issues: feature extraction (i.e., how to represent the visual content of an image), 
I 
stmilarity measure (i.e., how to decide the similarity of two images), indexing 
tlchniques (i.e., how to search images efficiently), and RF (i.e., how to reduce 
tte semantic gap). 
• 1hapter 3. Related Work in Machine Learning 
1l'he field of machine learning focuses on the study of algorithms that improve 
their performance at some task automatically through experience [97]. In this 
chapter, we summarize two machine learning techniques, support vector ma-
ctine, and multiple instance learning, which will be used in this dissertation. 
• (phapter 4. Learning with Global Image Representations 
I 
Ih this chapter, we first summarize related work on intra and inter-query learn-
ing with global image representations. Next, we present two novel techniques for 
performing inter-query learning with global image representations. Both tech-
niques use support vector machines for learning the class distributions of users' 
I 
~igh-level query concepts from retrieval experience. They are based on a RF 
ffamework that learns one-class support vector machines from retrieval experi-
ep.ce to represent the set memberships of users' high-level query concepts and 
I 
stores them in a "concept database" . The "concept database" provides a mecha-
Jism for accumulating inter-query learning obtained from previous queries. The f ometric view of one-class support vector machines allows a straightforward 
irerpretation of the density of past interaction in a local area of the feature 
space and thus allows the decision of exploiting past information only if enough 
~a.st exploration of the local area has occurred. 
'lthe first approach, presented in [35, 36, 40, 42], does a fuzzy classification of 
10 
a new query into the regions of support represented by the one-class support 
vrctor machines in the "concept database". In this way, past experience is 
nn.erged with current intra-query learning. The second approach, presented in 
[: 9], incorporates inter-query learning into the query modification and distance 
r weighing framework. One of the main advantages of these approaches is the 
c pability of making an intelligent initial guess on a new query when the query 
J first presented to the system. 
• Jhapter 5. Learning with Region-Based Image Representations 
In this chapter, we first summarize related work on intra-query learning with 
rtgion-based image representations. Next, we present two novel intra-query 
lilarning approaches for CBIR with region-based image representations. The 
first approach, probabilistic region relevance learning [38], is based on the ob-
s. rvation that regions in an image have unequal importance for computing image 
similarity. It automatically estimates region relevance based on user's feedback. 
It can be used to set region weights in region-based image retrieval frameworks 
that use an overal'l image-to-image similarity measure. 
i 
1he second approach, presented in [37], is based on support vector machine 
lf arning. Traditional approaches based on support vector machine learning 
i 
require the use of fixed-length image representations (i.e., global representa-
tions) because support vector machine kernels represent an inner product in 
I 
I 
a feature space that is a non-linear transformation of the input space. How-
ewer, many CBIR methods that use region-based image representations create 
a variable-length image representation and define a similarity measure between 
tro variable-length representations. Thus, the standard support vector machine 
arproach cannot be applied because it violates the requirements that a support 
vector machine places on the kernel. Fortunately, a generalized support vec-
t r machine [84] has been developed that allows the use of an arbitrary kernel. 
11 
le present a learning algorithm based on generalized support vector machines. 
Since a generalized support vector machine does not place restrictions on the 
krrnel, any image similarity measure can be used. 
fiext, we present an intra/inter-query learning approach that addresses the 
I 
p~oblem of semantically-meaningful image segmentation. A large number of 
+age segmentation techniques have been proposed in the literature. However, 
jost image segmentation algorithms create regions that are homogeneous with 
respect to one or more low-level features according to some similarity measure. 
Unfortunately, homogeneous regions based on low-level features usually do not 
correspond to meaningful objects. To the best of our knowledge, no approach 
I 
hts been proposed that exploits intra/inter-query learning for automatically 
i proving image segmentation. We propose an algorithm based on multiple-
im.stance learning [25, 85, 87] that exploits both intra and inter-query learning for 
automatically improving the segmentation of images in a database. The main 
advantage of this approach is that it can automatically refine the segmentation 
of images into semantically-meaningful objects. 
I 
• <Jhapter 6. Other Image Representations 
Jhe main idea of CBIR is to search on images directly. 
I 
That is, instead of 
i 
searching based on assigned keywords, it is preferable to search visual content 
directly. However, we still need to use a set of features to represent visual con-
I 
t~nt. In this chapter, we present our initial investigation into what we believe 
i · the logical continuation of the CBIR idea of searching visual content directly. 
I is based on the observation that, since ultimately, the entire visual content 
o an image is encoded into its raw data (i.e., the raw pixel values), in the-
JY, it should be possible to determine image similarity based on the raw data 
a~one. That is, everything that we need to know regarding the visual content 
or the image is in the raw data itself. Humans are very good at looking at an 
12 
age (i.e., the raw data) and extracting all the important features. Thus, all 
e important features are "hidden" in the raw data. The problem of feature 
e traction is just that we do not entirely know yet how (we, humans) "find" 
em. Thus, instead of attempting to determine image similarity based on a 
robably incomplete) set of features, why not have a similarity measure that 
based on the raw data itself (since everything is in the raw data). We present 
a initial investigation, conducted in [41], into an image dissimilarity measure 
f llowing from the theoretical foundation of the recently proposed normalized 
I 
i~formation distance [7 4]. A very crude approximation of the Kolmogorov com-
p]lexity of an image is created by compression. Using this approximation, we 
i 
c n calculate the normalized information distance between images and use it as 
a metric for CBIR. 
• (phapter 7. Conclusions and Future Work 
In this chapter, we summarize the contributions of this dissertation on exploiting 
both intra-query and inter-query learning to improve the performance of CBIR. 
e also examine the limitations of the proposed approaches and suggest some 
irections for future research. 
13 
1.4 Notation 
Throu hout this dissertation, the following notational conventions will be used. A 
lowercre italic roman or greek letter will refer to a scalar, for example, a, or 0/. 
In Chaipter 6, a lowercase italic roman letter will also refer to a string. A boldface 
lowerc se letter will refer to a vector, for example x. For a vector x, llxll denotes its 
2-nor (i.e., Euclidean norm). An uppercase boldface letter will refer to a matrix, 
for exa ple, M. For a· matrix M, M-1 denotes its inverse. The superscript Tin for 
I 
examp]e MT, stands for the transpose of matrix M. The dot product of two vectors a 
' 
and b will be denoted by a·b, or arb. Functions will be distinguished by always taking 
I 
I 
in par~meters, for example f(x), K(x, y), or <I>(x). A calligraphic uppercase letter 
will rekl r to a set, for example S. For a set S, ISi refers its cardinality. The subscript 
i deno es the i-th component of a vector or the i-th element of a set, for example xi. 
For a s;et S, the notation S = {xi}~ is shorthand for S = {xa, Xa+i, ... , Xb-l, xb}, 
14 
Chapter 2 
Coptent-Based Image Retrieval 
! 
In this chapter, we give an overview of content-based image retrieval (CBIR) and 
review the following important issues: feature extraction (i.e., how to represent the 
visual 1ontent of an image), similarity measure (i.e., how to decide the similarity of 
two imrges)' indexing techniques (i.e.' how to search images efficiently) ' and relevance 
feedback (RF) (i.e., how to reduce the semantic gap). 
2 .1 I Introduction 
As desbribed in Chapter 1, early approaches to image retrieval were mainly text-
based techniques consisting on the manual annotation of images with descriptive 
keywor8s. This manual annotation is very time consuming and cumbersome for large 
image atabases. Furthermore, it is very subjective and error-prone. Recently, some 
approa hes for automatic image labelling [100, 128, 135] have been proposed as an 
attem t to improve this manual annotation process. In [100], image recognition tech-
niques are used for automatically assigning descriptive keywords to images. Their 
approach uses only a limited number of keywords. Furthermore, because image recog-
nition lechniques are not completely reliable, automatically assigned keywords still 
have t be verified by a human. In [128], the textual context of images in a web 
15 
page i used to automatically extract descriptive keywords. The collateral text that 
usualll accompanies an image (e.g., captions) is exploited in [135]. The performance 
of those approaches is not as high as that obtained with manual annotation and their 
applicJbility is limited in situations where there is no textual context (e.g., a photo 
albumj. In [149] a semi-automatic annotation that a.ssigns images to keywords based 
on use s' RF is proposed. Their approach uses both keyword and content-based re-
trieval strategies. A weighted sum of the keyword-based and visual feature-based 
similar, ty measures is used to calculate the overall similarity of an image. Based on 
I 
the user's RF, the annotation of each image in the retrieval set is updated. The ex-
periments conducted in [149] indicate that this strategy of semi-automatic annotation 
outperforms manual annotation in terms of efficiency and automatic annotation in 
terms Jf accuracy. However, the performance of this approach depends heavily on the 
perforiance of the particular CBIR and RF algorithms used, specially when there is 
no initial annotation in the database at all [149]. 
In order to overcome the above-mentioned drawbacks associated with text-based 
approaches, it would be more suitable to search on the images directly based on their 
visual content (in Chapter 6 we present our initial investigation on what we believe 
is the ogical continuation of the idea of searching on images directly). In the early 
1990's, CBIR was proposed as a way of allowing a user to search target images in terms 
I 
of theit content represented by visual features. Since then, many CBIR systems have 
I 
been drveloped including Blobworld[15], QBIC[27], IRM[73], NeTra[81], MARS[91], 
Photo,ook[105], WebSEEK[133], and SIMPLicity[146], just to name a few. 
Re~rieval of images in CBIR is done by image example where a query image is given 
as inpJt by the user [130]. Thus, the system views the query and database images as 
a colle1tion of features. The relevance of a database image to the query image is then 
proportional to their feature-based similarity. In general, a CBIR system involves 
three tajor issues: feature extraction, similarity measure, and indexing structure 
I 16 
(See Fi ure 1.3). 
2.2 Feature Extraction 
Featur i (content) extraction is the basis of CBIR. In traditional approaches [27, 28, 
45, 49,167, 91, 105, 123, 126, 132, 133, 136, 147], a CBIR system extracts a single set 
of globll features (such as color, texture, and shape) from an image. The features 
are the~ the components of a feature vectm which makes the image correspond to a 
single point in a feature space (See Figure 1.2). 
Color is one of the most widely used visual features. The color histogram is a 
populaf image feature that has been exploited by many CBIR systems [43]. It is a 
very si±nple description of the distribution of colors in an image. It is also usually 
invariaht to translation and rotation of an image. However, histograms do not include 
any spltial information so images with different layouts may have the same histogram. 
Early work on color includes color indexing using histogram intersection [80]. The 
representation of color is an important issue. In the RGB (Red-Green-Blue) color 
I 
space, folor is labelled as relative weights of the three primary colors. In this system 
(0,0,0) jis black, (1,1,1) is white, and the space of all available colors is represented by 
a cube j(See Figure 2.1). While this color space is the most commonly used, it does not 
model human perception of color. For example, what is the RGB value of "medium 
! 
green" r Once a color has been chosen (e.g., "green"), how to make subtle changes to 
it is nol obvious. The HSV (Hue-Saturation-Value) color space [131] provides a better 
model pf human perception of color. It is usually represented as a double cone (See 
Figure 2.2) which is a non-linear transformation of the RGB cube. In order to define a 
color, lhe perceptually based variables Hue, Saturation, and Value are used. The axis 
of the lone represents the intensity /value. Hue is represented by the angle around the 
vertical axis and saturation is given by the distance to the central axis. In this model, 
varyinl Hue corresponds to selecting a color, decreasing Value corresponds to adding 
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black, and decreasing Saturation corresponds to adding white. Making subt le changes 
to a color is much easier when these perceptual variables are used . It is important to 
note tha t the set of all colors in both the RGB and HSV color space is a subset of 
the colors that can be perceived by humans. The CIE (Commission Internationale de 
l'Eclairage), which stands for Internat ional Commission on Illuminat ion, defined the 
XYZ color space in 1931 [29]. This space embraces all colors that can be perceived 
by humans. Every color in this space is defined by three standard primaries (X, Y , 
and Z) that replace red , green , and blue. The primary Y closely matches the quality 
of luminance of a color [29]. The CIE LUV color space is a derivation of this color 
space in which two colors are equally distant in color space whenever they are equally 
distant perceptually [29] . 
Magenta 
Black Green 
Red /'-------~ Yellow 
Figure 2.1: The RGB color model. 
Texture is another image feature that has been intensively explored [43] . It refers 
to the patterns in an image representing the homogeneity properties that do not 
result from the presence of a single color. The well-known Tamura features [138] 
include coarseness, contrast, directionality, line-likeness, regularity, and roughness. 







. Figure 2.2: The HSV color model. 
[138]. t co-occurrence matrix representation wa.s proposed in [50]. It is based on the 
constn-J.ction of a co-occurrence matrix based on the orientation and distance between 
I 
I 
image pixels and on the extraction of meaningful statistics from this matrix as a 
representation of texture. VisualSeek [132] and WebSeek [133] were both developed 
at Columbia university. They are web-based text/image search engines that use color 
and texture features. 
,le color and texture are global attributes of an image, shape requires some kind 
of imafe segmentation and region identification process. In contrast to traditional 
metho~s, which extract global image features, region-based approaches [15, 17, 73, 75, 
I 
81, 13 1 , 146] extract features from segmented regions of an image. The image is then 
repres ted by a (variable) number of points in feature space (See Figure 1.2). The 
a user' perception of an image's content by looking at its objects and relationships. 
Fourielj descriptors [106] and moment invariants [110] are well known shape repre-
sentati ns [118]. Shape representations can be either boundary-based (e.g., Fourier 
descripltors) or region-based (e.g., moment invariants) [43]. Boundary-based represen-
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tations use the outer boundary of the shape and region-based representations use the 
entire hape of a region. It is important that the shape representation be invariant to 
translaLon, scaling, and rotation. A modified Fourier descriptor that is translation, 
scaling and rotation invariant was proposed in [120]. Note that for region-based ap-
proaches, it is very important to be able to properly identify the objects in an image 
I . 
by pelru1ing a good segmentation. 
2.2.1 Image Segmentation 
Many algorithms have been proposed for image segmentation. However, robust and 
accurate image segmentation remains a difficult problem. A review of many early 
image jegmentation techniques can be found in [51, 101] and a review of more recent 
ones in [7~, 79]. In edge-based approaches [4 7, 150], segmentation is based on spatial 
discont!inuities. That is, by detecting sudden changes in local features, region bound-
! 
aries can be obtained. On the other hand, segmentation in region-based approaches 
[129] i~ based on spatial similarity amoµg pixels. Thus, a measure of region homo-
geneit has to be defined in advance. There are two main region-based approaches: 
rowing and split-and-merge. In region-growing approaches, a number of uni-
form r gions is defined in advance and surrounding pixels are merged into one of the 
I 
I 
regions: according to the homogeneity criteria. On the other hand, in split-and-merge 
I 
j 
approaches, regions that are non-uniform according to the homogeneity criteria are 
broken down into smaller regions until all regions are uniform. Then, neighboring re-
gions t at are close in feature space are merged. Clustering-based approaches classify 
pixels rto one of several clusters. The classical k-means [90] algorithm is probably one 
of the fest known and most commonly used methods for clustering data. Recently, 
modifiid versions of this algorithm (e.g., fuzzy k-means [107]) have been proposed 
to imprve its robustness and efficiency. Among the many segmentation algorithms, 




detecti g clusters of various shapes and is an example of a clustering-based approach 
derived from graph theory. Hopfield artificial neural networks are used in [14, 58, 62] 
to solv1 the image segmentation problem. 
A l I rge number of image segmentation techniques have been proposed in the liter-
ature. ffowever, there is a lack of work on evaluating and comparing the performance 
of the rious techniques. The first extensive survey on image segmentation evalu-
ation np.ethods was presented in [159]. A more up-to-date review of recent progress 
i 
on this/ area was given in by the same author in [160]. In [160], a scheme for clas-
sifying evaluation methods for image segmentation is proposed. According to this 
scheme) evaluation methods can be classified into three distinct groups: analytical, 
i 
empiri~al goodness, and empirical discrepancy methods. Analytical methods consider 
characJeristics (e.g., complexity, requirements, etc ... ) of segmentation algorithms. 
These ~ethods can contribute only some additional information to that obtained by 
I 
other methods and thus, are seldom used in isolation [160]. The empirical goodness 
methods evaluate a segmentation based on some intuitive measure of goodness (e.g., 
unifor!ity within regions, contrast between regions). Finally, the discrepancy meth-
ods m e use of "ground truth" (i.e., ideal) segmentations to asses the performance of 
a segml ntation algorithm based on how different the segmentation that it generates 
is from1 a "ground truth" segmentation of the same image. Comparative experiments 
I . 
indicatb that these methods are better than the goodness methods [160]. Many re-
search~rs believe that human assessment of segmentation results is best. In fact, [101] 
indicatfs that a person is the best judge for evaluating an image segmentation. 
As ndicated in [88, 89], the major challenge in using "ground truth" segmentations 
is that the question "What is a correct segmentation?" is very subtle. That is, 
segmerltations of an image produced by different people may not be identical (See 
Figurel2.3). Therefore, how can we make a reliable evaluation of a segmentation 
algorit I m when there is not a single "ground truth" set of segmentations that we can 
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use to compare against ? 
I ________ , 
Figure 2.3 : Segmentations of an image produced by different people may not be 
ident ical. 
The t hesis of [88, 89] is that , even though segmentations of an image by different 
people are not ident ical, there is considerable consistency among them. In [88, 89], 
it is demonstrated empirically that differences in segmentations are due to the fac t 
that , even though two observers have exactly t he same percept ual organization of an 
image, t hey may choose to segment at varying levels of granularity. T his suggests 
that a good segmentation error measure should penalize differences that arise from 
different percept ual organizations of the image. However , if one segmentation is 
simply a refinement of t he other , then the error should be small [88 , 89]. In [88 , 89], 
a "ground truth" dat abase containing "ground truth" segmentations generated by 
humans for images of a wide variety of natural scenes is obtained. Then, an error 
measure which quant ifies consistency (in terms of similar perceptual organization) 
between segmentations of differing granularity is proposed . It is found that different 
human segmentations of the same image are highly consistent (See Figure 2.4) . As 
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a resul1' the potential problem of not having a unique segmentation of an image is 
eliminated. 
Based on the assumption that all people share the same perceptual organization of 
an imale, we can model any perception of a scene as a tree, which is called the percept 
tree in [88, 89] (See Figure 2.4). Thus, any two (consistent) segmentations of an image 
must rtpresent a cut through some percept tree. Therefore, for any particular pixel 
in the image, the regions in the two segmentations that contain the pixel must have 
a subset relationship. Otherwise, if one region does not contain the other, they 
cannot share a common percept tree and the segmentations are inconsistent [88, 89] 
(See Figure 2.5). The Local Refinement Error E(S1 , S2 ,Pi) [88, 89], which tolerates 
I 
refinerrient but not overlapping, measures the degree to which two segmentations S1 
I 
and S2 agree at pixel Pi 
E(S S p·) = IPs1,P; - Ps2,Pi I 
1, 2, i IP I 
S1,p; 
where 'f s,p; is the set of pixels in segmentation S which are in the same region as 
pixel p;, and - denotes set difference. Note that this quantity is not symmetric. The 
Local Consistency Error LCE(S1 , S2 ) [88, 89] allows refinement in both directions 
where r, is the number of pixels in the image. Note that, for different parts of the 
image, this measure allows refinement in different directions. The Global Consistency 
Error (GCE) [88, 89] forces all refinements to be in the same direction 
I 
I 
Nole that GCE > LCE. Because mutual refinements arc common, LCE is 
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Figure 2.4: Although different , human segmentations of an image are not inconsistent 
because (it is presumed that) they share the same percept tree (to t he right of each 
image) . Variation is just due to different amounts of refinement in the segmentation 
of each object in an image. 
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Figure 2.5: Samples of inconsistent segmentations. In this case, there is not a common 
percept tree that can explain the two different segmentations of the image on the left . 
The segmentation of the shadow results in overlapping, rather than nested, regions. 
preferred over GCE in [88, 89] . However , a degenerate segmentation that has either 
one region for the ent ire image or one region for each pixel will have a zero LC E when 
compared to any other segmentation. In [88, 89], it is found that the distribut ion of 
LC E over the dataset for same-image pairs is unimodal, peaked at zero, and separable 
from the distribut ion of different-image pairs thus providing evidence that human 
segmentations of an image are consistent . 
The LC E measure allows refinement in both directions. Therefore, it is too lenient 
for evaluating the out put of a segmentation algorithm. By simply replacing the 
pixel wise minimum with a maximum the Bidirectional Consistency Error (BCE) [88], 
which does not tolerate refinement at all, is obtained 
In order to measure the consistency of a segmentation S produced by an algorithm 
with all human segmentations SJ of the image, the BCE measure can be extended 
as fo llows [88] 
1 n 
BCE*(S) = - L min max (E(S, sj , Pi), E(Sj , s , Pi)) 
n i= I 1 
It is important to point out that another way of evaluat ing a segmentation algo-
rithm, which is not ment ioned in [160], would be based on the performance of the 
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applic tion that uses the particular segmentation algorithm. For example, in image 
retriev. 1, performance measures such as precision (1.1) and recall (1.2) can be used to 
evalua 1e the goodness of a segmentation algorithm. That is, if image retrieval perfor-
mance improves using a particular segmentation algorithm then, for that particular 
applic tion, the algorithm is better regardless of whether or not the segmentations 
it pro9uces are good under human evaluation. To the best of our knowledge, no 
approJ3,bh has been proposed that exploits RF for automatically improving image 
segme 
1
tation. In Chapter 5 we propose an intra/inter-query learning method for 
automatically improving image segmentation. 
Th(:) selection of an appropriate similarity measure is also an important problem. 
I 
I 
Differet1 t similarity measures will affect retrieval performance significantly. Since 
visual ontent can be represented by different attributes, the combination of and 
import, nee of each set of features has to be considered. In addition, the similarity 




2.3 I Similarity Measure 
In ord1r to form the retrieval set in response to a query, we need to measure simi-
larity llietween images. The similarity measure compares the feature representation 
I 
of the ~uery image with that of each database image. Then, images whose feature 
represf tations are deemed the most similar are returned to the user as the retrieval 
set. Jhen retrieving similar images based on color, most existing techniques use a 
color listogram generated from the entire image [63]. In [80], image similarity was 
based iolely on color. The distribution of color was represented by color histograms. 
The sit! ilarity between two images was then based on a similarity measure between 
their c I rresponding histograms called the "normalized histogram intersection" . 




betwee feature representations correspond to large similarities and large distances 
corresplond to small similarities. Thus, distance is a measure of dissimilarity. One 
way to transform between a distance measure and a similarity measure is to take the 
reciprof al. Some commonly used distance measures are the Euclidean ( also known as 
the L2~distance) and city-block distances (also known as the Manhattan distance or 
11-distlnce) [9]. For example, Netra [81] uses Euclidean distance on color and shape 
featur+ MARS [91] uses Euclidean distance on texture features; B1obworld[15] uses 
Euclid1an distance on texture and shape features. IBM's QBIC [27] was the first com-
mercia~ system that implemented CBIR. It addressed the problems of non-Euclidean 
distance measuring and high-dimensionality of feature vectors. MIT's Photobook 
[105] if1 plements a set of interactive tools for browsing and searching images. It con-
sists of three subsystems: one that allows the user to search based on appearance, one 
that u es 2D shape, and one that allows search based on textural properties. While 
searchihg, these image features can be combined with each other and with keywords 
I 
I 
to imptove retrieval performance. 
Note that with (uniformly-weighted) Euclidean distance, every feature is treated 
equally:. However, some features may be more important than others. Similarly, in 
region-based approaches (where similarity between regions of two images has to be 
compJed), some regions may be more important than others in determining overall 
image-lo-image similarity. Thus, the weight of each feature ( or region) should be 
based tn its discriminative power between the releVllilt and non-releVllilt images for 
the curent query (See Figure 4.1). Then, the similarity measure of images can be 
based Ion a weighted distance in the feature space. For example, the (weighted) 
Euclid(ean distance between two n-dimensional vectors x and y is defined as 
n 
L wi(xi - Yi)2 (2.1) 
i=l 
where i is the weight of the i-th dimension. 
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Th querying system developed in [134] decomposes and image into regions with 
charac erizations pre-defined in a finite pattern library. In Blobworld [15], images 
are pf itioned into regions that have similar color and texture. Each pixel is then 
associared with a set of color, texture, and spatial features. The distribution of pixels 
for each region is calculated and the distance between two images is equal to the 
distanfje between their regions in terms of color and texture. In NeTra[81], regions 
are seg ented based on color. Then, texture, shape, color, and spatial properties are 
used t determine similarity. Both Blobworld[15] and NeTra[81] require the user to 
I 
select the region(s) of interest from the segmented query image. This information is 
then used for determining similarity with database images. In [111], a system that 
uses a hieasure of correlation to indicate similarity is used. This system works for a 
variety of images but it requires the user to select the region(s) of interest from the 
images 
A tjiajor problem with these systems is that the segmented regions they produce 
' 
usually do not correspond to actual objects in the image. For instance, an object 
may be partitioned into several regions, with none of them being representative of 
the objiect (See Figure 2.6). Thus, due to the great difficulty of accurately segmenting 
an imale into regions that correspond to a human's perception of an object, several 
approlhes have been proposed [17, 75, 134, 146] that consider all regions in an image 
for determining similarity. As a result, the problems of inaccurate segmentation are 
reducef. . . . 
Int~grated region matchmg (IRM) [75] 1s proposed as a measure that allows a 
many-Jo-many region mapping relationship between two images by matching a region 
of one ~mage to several regions of another image. Thus, by having a similarity measure 
that is a weighted sum of distances between all regions from different images, IRM 
is mor robust to inaccurate segmentation. The image segmentation algorithm that 
is used in IRM first partitions an image into blocks of 4x4 pixels. Then, a feature 
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Figure 2.6: Sample of a typical image segmentation in which segmented regions do 
not correspond to semantically meaningful obj ects . 
vector f = [fi , h , h , f 4 , f 5 , f 6JT representing color and texture propert ies is extracted 
for each block. The first three features are the average color components and the 
other three represent energy in high frequency bands of t he wavelet transforms [22, 
94]. The k-means algorithm is then used to cluster the feature vectors into several 
regions. The number of regions is adaptively chosen according to a stopping criteria . 
A feature vector h = [h1 , h2 , h3JT is t hen extracted for each region to describe its 
shape characteristics. The shape features are normalized inertia [34] of order 1 to 3. 
A region is described by R = {f , h} , where f is the average of the feature vectors of 
all blocks assigned to the region . 
Let {Ri}f and {R;}f be the region descriptors of two images, where R i = {( hi} 
A I 
and n; = { fi , h/}. For non-textured images, the distance between two regions 
d(R , R ') is defined as 
d(R , R' ) = g(ds(R , R ')) dt(R , R') 
where d5 (R , R') is the shape distance computed by 
3 
ds(R , R') = L wi(hi - h:)2 
i= l 
where the parameter wi is chosen to adjust the effect of the i-th feature dimension 
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and dt( , R') is the color and texture distance computed by 
6 
dt(R, R') = L wi(}i - J/) 2 
i=l 
The fu ction g(ds(R, R')) is used to ensure a proper influence of the shape distance 
on the itotal distance and is defined as 
1 ds(R, R') 2: 0.5 
g(ds(R, R')) = 0.85 
0.5 
0.2 < ds(R, R') ~ 0.5 
ds(R, R') < 0.2 
For textured images, d(R, R') = dt(R, R'). The IRM distance between the two region 
sets is hen 
m n 
drnM( {nJr, {R~H) =LL Si,jd(Ri, Rj) 
i=l j=l 
I 
where Si,j is a significance credit indicating the importance of the matching between 
regions: Ri, RJ in determining similarity between the images. Thus, to ensure ro-
bustnels against segmentation errors, each region is matched to several regions in 
anothj image and the matching is assigned with a significance credit (See Figure 
2.7). 
1
asically, the "most similar highest priority principle" is used and the smaller 
the distance between two regions is, the larger their significance credit. 
Re ently, a fuzzy logic approach, unified feature matching (UFM) [17] was pro-
posed s an improved alternative to IRM. UFM uses the same segmentation algorithm 
as IR . In UFM, an image is characterized by a fuzzy feature denoting color, tex-
ture, +d shape characteristics. Because fuzzy features can characterize the gradual 
transition between regions in an image, segmentation-related inaccuracies are implic-
itly coridered by viewing them fill blurring boundaries between segmented regions. 
As a r sult, a feature vector can belong to multiple regions with different degrees of 
30 
I 
Figure 2.7: Integrated region matching. 
I 
membership as opposed to classical region representations in which a feature vector 
belongs to only one region. The similarity between two images is then defined as the 
overall !similarity between two sets of fuzzy features. A fuzzy feature is defined by a 
membership function that measures the degree of membership of a feature vector x 
to the rzy feature. A Cauchy function [57], C : !Rn - [O, 1], is defined flll 
1 C(x) 1 + (llxtll)a 
I 
where b E ~n is the center point of the function, d is its width, and a determines 
its shaf e. Accordingly, in [17], the color and texture properties of each region Ri are 
represebted by a fuzzy feature with a Cauchy membership function µni,J : ~ 6 --+ [O, 1] 
defined as 
where 
2 m-1 m 
d1= I: I: 11t-~11 
m(m - 1) i=l j=i+l 
is the average distance between region centers. The shape characteristics of each 
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region ri are also represented by a fuzzy feature with a Cauchy membership function 
µni,h : ~ 3 ---+ [O, 1] defined as 
where 
I 
is the 4verage distance between shape features. 
I 
Letj { (µniJ, µni,h) }T' and { (µn:J, µn:,h) }i be the fuzzy feature representations for 
two im/ages. The color and texture similarity between the two images is captured by 
the sirtlilarity vector 
where 1 
Ii S (µni,f, lJ µnj,f) 
J=l 
dt +d1 
A A I 
dt +di+ minj=l, ... ,n llfi - fj II 
1~ S (µn:J, LJ µnj,J) 
J=l 
dt +d1 
and si I ilarly for the shape similarity, captured by similarity vector s. The UFM 
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measle for the two images is then defined a.s 
du FM( {(µni,J, µni,h)};_11, { (µn;,1, µn;,h)}~) = (1 - p)[(l - .\)wa + ,\wb? c + pwa Ts 
where !he normalized weight vectors w. and wh can be set occording to some region 
weight'ng heuristic, 0 ~ ,\ ~ 1 adjusts the importance of Wa and wb, and O ~ p ~ 1 
deter ines the significance of c (i.e., color and texture similarity) and s (i.e., shape 
similar ty) . 
A ~ey factor in these types of systems that consider all the regions to perform 
an ovetall image-to-image similarity is the weighting of regions. The weight that is 
assigned to each region for determining similarity is usually based on prior assump-
1 
I 
tions stch as that larger regions, or regions that are close to the center of the image, 
should l~ave larger weights. For example, in IRM, an area percentage scheme, which 
is basea. on the assumption that important objects in an image tend to occupy larger 
areas, ls used to assign weights to regions. The location of a region is also taken into 
consideration. For example, higher weights are assigned to regions in the center of an 
image han to those around boundaries. These region weighting heuristics are often 
inconsi tent with .human perception. For instance, a facial region may be the most 
import nt when the user is looking for images of people while other larger regions such 
as the packground may be much less relevant. Some RF approaches are motivated by 
the necld to have a similarity measure that is flexible to user preferences. In Chapter 
5 we p,esent our work on a learning algorithm that can be used in region-based CBIR 
system for estimating region weights in an image. 
2.4 Indexing Structure 
Many . ata structures (e.g., B-tree [4]) have been proposed for the efficient managing of 
one-di ensional data in traditional database systems. However, because of the rapid 
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developlment of multimedia database systems during the past decade, the efficient 
manipulation of multi-dimensional data is vital [19]. In particular, there is an urgent 
need for indexing techniques that support the efficient execution of similarity queries. 
TherefJre, a number of data storage and indexing techniques (such as the R-tree 
[46]) have been proposed. However, most of those techniques suffer from the curse of 
dimensf onality [5], a phenomenon in which performance degrades as the number of 
dimensions increases. 
A 1imensionality reduction technique can be used to reduce the number of fea-
tures by keeping only the most important ones (i.e., the ones that allow us to retain 
as much discriminatory information as possible). That is, we should aim at keeping 
features that result in large interclass distance and small intraclass variance in the 
I 
feature space. It is also desirable to remove the correlation between features so that 
any re1undant information can be removed. This can be achieved through principal 
compoip.ent analysis (PCA) (or discrete Karhunen-Loeve transform) [66]. Suppose we 
want to reduce our n dimensional data to m < < n dimensions. The basic idea in 
PCA i~ to find the m components that can explain the maximum possible amount 
! 
of variance by m linearly transformed components. It can be proven that the repre-
sentation given by PCA is an optimal linear reduction in the mean-square sense [66]. 
The bJsic procedure consists of computing m orthonormal vectors (i.e., eigenvectors) 
that form a basis for the data. Those vectors are the "principal components" and the 
data ar linear combinations of them. The principal components provide important 
information about the variance in the data. It turns out that the projected data 
shows the most variance on the first principal component, the next highest variance 
on the ]second principal component, and so on. Thus, the dimensionality of the data 
I 
can be reduced simply by eliminating the last principal components (i.e., the ones 
with srpallest eigenvalues that do not account for much of the variance in the data). 
Therefbre, by keeping only the first principal components (i.e., the ones with largest 
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eigenv lues that account for most of the variance in the data), it is possible to recon-
struct good approximation of the original data while, at the same time, achieving 
a redu tion in dimensionality (See Figure 2.8). 
Figure 2.8: Principal component analysis of two-dimensional data. The line shown 
is the firection of the first principal component (i.e., the one that accounts for most 
of the iVariance in the data). By keeping only this principal component, an optimal 
linear ieduction in the number of dimensions from two to one is obtained. 
I 
I 
M) ric trees are a general approach to the similarity indexing problem. In order to 
organi e and partition the search space, they only consider relative distances between 
object . They just require that the distance function is a metric (i.e., that it satisfies 
the syiinmetry, non negativity, and triangle inequality properties) [19]. An M-tree 
[19] is an example of a metric tree. It is a paged, balanced, and dynamic tree. It 
provid s an efficient platform for the execution of multi-dimensional similarity queries 
using n arbitrary metric. The M-tree partitions objects on the basis of their relative 
distan es, as measured by a particular distance function, and stores those objects 
des of fixed capacity, which correspond to constrained regions of the metric 
space. The leaf nodes contain the indexed (database) objects themselves while the 
objects (stored in the inner nodes) represent the metric regions of the space. 
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Anent yin a leaf node contains the feature vector oi of a database object, an object 
identifi[r oid(oi), and the distance d(oi, P(oi)) between the object and and its parent 
routing object. A routing object contains the feature vector Oj of the routing object, 
a point( ptr(T( Oj)) to a covering subtree, its covering radius r( oj), and the distance 
d(oj, Ptoj)) between the object and and its parent routing object (this value is zero 
for the routing objects stored in the root). A routing object Oj determines a hyper-
spheric 1 region in the metric space where Oj is the center of that region and the radius 
r(oj) srecifies its boundary. All objects stored in leafs of the covering subtree of Oj 
must b~ spatially located inside this region (See Figure 2.9). In order to process a 
similarity query, the M-tree hierarchy is traversed down. The covering subtree of Oj is 
relevanr to the query (and is thus further processed) only if the region corresponding 
to Oj iritersects the query region. 
Figure 2.9: M-tree structure. 
Th retrieval efficiency of the M-tree is highly dependent on the overall "volume" 
of the egions covered by routing objects and their corresponding region overlap. That 
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is, the arger the volume of a region is, the larger the amount of indexed "dead space" 
ace where no object is present). Also, the smaller the overlap between regions, 
the fe er the number of paths that have to be traversed for answering a query (See 
Figure 2.10). These criteria lead to the development of algorithms for building the 
M-tree that specify how objects are inserted and deleted, and how node overflows and 
under ows are managed. For more details, refer to [19]. 
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FiguJ 2.10: Exam pies of M-trees with: a) large region volumes and overlap; b) small 
region ~olumes and overlap. 
2.5 Relevance Feedback 
The hjman notion of similarity is usually based on high-level abstractions such as 
activitijes, events, or emotions displayed in an image. Therefore, a database image 
with a high feature similarity to the query image may be completely different from the 
query ih terms of semantics. With the exception of some constrained applications such 
as face and fingerprint recognition, low-level features do not capture the high-level 
semant·cs of images [118]. This discrepancy between low-level features and high-level 
37 
concept is known as the semantic gap [130]. 
Relevance feedback (RF), originally developed for information retrieval [114], has 
been p~oposed as a learning technique aimed at reducing the semantic gap. It works 
by gat~ering semantic information from user interaction. Based on the user's feedback 
on the retrieval results, the retrieval scheme is adjusted. Thus, by providing an image 
I 
simila,l\y measure under human perception, RF can be seen as a form of supervised 
learning. In order to learn a user's query concept, the user labels each image returned 
in the previous query round as relevant or non-relevant. Based on the feedback, the 
! 
retrieval scheme is adjusted and the next set of images is presented to the user for 
labelling. This process iterates until the user is satisfied with the retrieved images or 
stops searching ( See Figure 1.4). 
ThJ key issue in RF is how to use the positive and negative examples to adjust the 
retrieval scheme so that the number of relevant images in the next retrieval set will 
increasl. Two main RF strategies have been proposed in CBIR: query modification 
[119], and distance reweighing [11, 61, 103, 117, 127]. Query modification changes 
the representation of the user's query in a form that is closer (hopefully) to the 
semantic intent of the user. In particular, query shifting involves moving the query 
toward] the region of the feature space containing relevant images and away from 
the re~ion containing non-relevant images (See Figure 2.11). Based on RF, the next 
query location can be determined with the standard Rocchio formula [122] 
where ~ is the initial query, q' is the new query location, n+ is the set of relevant 
retriev!ls, and n- is the set of non-relevant retrievals. Thus, the new query location 
q' is a linear combination of the mean feature vectors of the relevant and non-relevant 
retriejd images so that q' is close to relevant mean and far from the non-relevant 
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mean. The values for the parameters a, (3, and "Y are usually chosen by experimental 
runs. j ote that the refined query vector represents an ideal query point and does not 
longer correspond to any actual image. 
• • • • • • • • • • q q<·········· 
• • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
Figure 2.11: Query shifting. The query is moved towards the region of the feature 
space tontaining user-labelled relevant images (squares) and away from the region 
contairng user-labelled non-relevant images (circles) . 
DisFance reweighing changes the calculation of image to image similarity to strengthen 
I 
the co1tribution of relevant image components in regard to the current query. Thus, 
the task is to determine the features that help the most in retrieving relevant images 
and increase their importance in determining similarity. 
We can distinguish two different types of information provided by RF. The short-
term lrarning obtained within a single query session is intra-query learning. The 
long-term learning obtained accumulated over the course of many query sessions is 
inter-qyery learning. Previous work on intra and inter-query learning with global and 




Related Work in Machine Learning 
I 
! 
The field of machine learning focuses on the study of algorithms that improve their 
perfordance at some task automatically through experience [97]. In this chapter, 
we present two machine learning techniques, support vector machines (SVM), and 
multip~e instance learning (MIL), which will be applied in subsequent chapters. 
I 
3.1 i Support Vector Machines 
i 
This se]ction presents the basic concepts of support vector machines (SVM). For more 
detailed gentle introductions, refer to [13, 21, 139]. A SVM is a system for training 
I 
linear learning machines in a kernel-induced feature space efficiently while at the 
I 
same time, respecting the insights provided by generalization theory and exploiting 
optimi1ation theory [21]. The objective of support vector classification is to create a 
compJationally efficient method of learning "good" separating hyperplanes in a high 
dimen~ional feature space, where "good" corresponds to optimizing the generalization 
bound~ given by generalization theory [21]. 
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3.1.1 Risk Minimization 
Suppo ewe are given training data for a classification problem as a set of n observa-
tions. kach observation is a pair (xi, Yi) where xi E Rd and Yi E R is the corresponding 
class 11 bel. We assume that the training data has been drawn independently from 
so~e nknown cu~ulative probability ~istribution P(x, y) .. The goal ~s to find a ma-
chme (te., a funct10n f : Rd 1---+ R) that implements the optimal mappmg. In order to 
make liarning feasible, we have to specify a function space F from which a machine is 
chosen) For example, F can be the set of hyperplanes in Rd, artificial neural networks 
I 
I 
with a:certain structure, or any other set of parameterized functions. The functions 
are labelled by a set P of adjustable parameters. Thus, a learning machine is a family 
I 
of fund ions F and a particular choice of P results in a "trained machine" [13]. The 
task is to choose a function from a set of functions defined by the construction of the 
partic lar learning machine. For instance, in an artificial neural network, the problem 
reduce' to finding the optimal set of weights for a particular network architecture. 
In particular, consider a binary classification task with training data {(xi, Yi)}1 
where Xi E Rd and Yi E { 1, -1} is the class label. If the training data is linearly 
' 
separa i le, we can let F be the set of linear decision boundaries of the form 
J(x) = sign(wT x + b) 
I . 
where iW E Rd and b ER are the adjustable parameters (i.e., P = {w,b}). Thus, 
choosi g particular values for P results in a trained classifier (See Figure 3.1). 
way to measure the performance of a trained classifier f E F is to look at 
n error computed from the training data. This is known as the empirical risk 
( or training error) and is defined as 
1 n 
Remp(P) = - L Q(xi, P) 
n i=l 
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Figure 3.1: A simple binary classifier. 
where h(xi, P) = 1 if f (xi, P) # Yi and Q(xi, P) = 0 if f (xi, P) = Yi· Minimizing the 
empirical risk is one of the most commonly used optimization procedures. However, 
I 
even wren there is no error on the training data, the classifier may not generate correct 
classifications on unseen data (See Figure 3.2). This problem is known as overfitting 
and it ; drove the initial development of SVMs [13]. The ability of a machine to 
correctiy classify new data that is not in the training set is known as generalization. 
Havin~ a machine with good generalization is, of course, a much harder problem. The 
genera]ization performance of a particular trained machine f can be measured by the 
expectld risk ( or just the risk) defined as 
R(P) = j Q(x, P) dP(x, y) 
Choosrg optimal values for P that minimize the expected risk is known as risk min-
imization. However, this is not a trivial problem because P(x, y) is usually unknown. 
There is a competition of terms. As the complexity of the classifier increases, the 
empirital risk tends to decrease. However, the generalization error usually increases 
with iJcreasing complexity (See Figure 3.2). Therefore, in order to control the ex-
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pected risk, we have to control both the empirical risk and the complexity of the 
classifi r. Note that these two tasks are in conflict with one another. For example, an 
artificiL neural network with a very simple structure may not be capable of correctly 
classi~ing most of the training data. That is, it may have high empirical error. On 
the otlier hand, an artificial neural network with a very complex structure may cor-
rectly tlassify all the training data but may not generalize well on unseen data. In 
order to choose from among multiple classifiers, we can follow Ockham's razor: prefer 
the si1plest classifier that is consistent with the training data. The best generaliza-
1 
tion pJrformance can be obtained when the complexity of the learning machine is 
restricted to one that is suitable to the amount of available training data [13]. The 
princi~le of structural risk minimization is an attempt to identify the optimal balance 
betweef! the quality of the approximation of the training data and the complexity of 
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Figure 3.2: Generalization performance: a) an overly complex classifier that results 
in zero error on the training data, but may not generalize well to unseen data; b) a 
classifier that might represent the optimal tradeoff between error in the classification 
of trai ! ing data and complexity of the classifier, thus capable of generalizing well on 
unseen data. 
Th Vapnik Chervonenkis (VC) dimension [143] is a measure of the complexity 
of a se of classifiers F. It is defined as the size of the largest subset of points that 
can be shattered ( or arbitrarily labelled) by choosing classifiers from F with different 
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values f P (See Figure 3.3). Any given set of classifiers F has a fixed VC dimension. 
For exjmple, an artificial neural network with a fixed structure represents a set of 
classifi rs (obtained by all possible values for the weights) with a fixed complexity 
(i.e., fi ed VC dimension). 
• • ./ • • ~ 
• • ./ • • ~ 
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Figure 3.3: The VC dimension of linear decision boundaries is 3 because they can 
shatter: (any) 3 points in a 2-dimensionalspace but not (any) 4 points. 
Th,re is a number of bounds on the expected risk. Vapnik and Chervonenkis 
[143] proved that, given a set of n training examples and a set of classifiers F, with 
pro ba b~li ty 1- rJ over the choice of training set, the expected risk of a trained classifier 
f E F ,· s bounded by 
R(P) ~ Remp(P) + h(l + ln t) - ln 1 
n 
where f is the VC dimension of F [143]. Therefore, in order to control the expected 
risk, b the principle of structural risk minimization, we have to control both the 
empiri al risk (i.e., we have to minimize the error on the training data) and the VC 
dimens·on (i.e., we have to minimize the complexity of the classifier). 
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3.1.2 Maximal Margin Hyperplanes 
In suprvised learning, the learning machine is given a set of labelled examples. That 
is, eacl observation is a pair (xi, Yi) where Xi E ~d and Yi E ~ is the corresponding 
class 1 bel. Once this training data is available, a number of functions spaces could 
be ch4en for the problem. Among these, linear functions are the best understood 
and sir±iplest to apply [21]. In particular, given training data {(xi, Yi)}f for a binary 
classifi}ation task where x, E !R" and y, E {1, -1} is the class label. Assume that the 
data i~ linearly separable and let :F be the set of linear decision boundaries of the 
form 
J(x) = sign(wT x + b) 
where j E ~d and b E ~ are the adjustable parameters (i.e., P = ( w, b)). Thus, 
choosing particular values for P results in a trained classifier (See Figure 3.1). For 
I 
any trained classifier, the hyperplane corresponding to wT x + b = 0 is the decision 
boundary (See Figure 3.5). 
In the late 1950s, Rosenblatt [115] introduced the first iterative algorithm for 
learninlg linear classifiers, the perceptron learning rule. After initializing w and b 
rando4ly, each training point Xi is presented and the value of f(xi) is compared 
I 
agains~ Yi· If f(xi) and Yi are different (i.e., Xi is misclassified) the values of w and 
b are ldapted by moving them either towards or away from xi. Rosenblatt proved 
that, a suming the classes are linearly separable, the algorithm will always converge 
and fi d values for w and b that solve the classification problem. The algorithm is 
shown lin Figure 3.4. 
It i$ important to observe that the perceptron learning algorithm works by adding 
or subJ,racting misclassified training points to a randomly initialized w. Without any 
loss of lgenerality we can assume that w is initialized to the zero vector, and thus its 
I 
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1. Given training set { (xi, Yi)}1 and learning rate TJ E R 
2. Initialize w and b to small random values 
3. Repeat 
4. For i = 1 to n 
w ~ w + T/YiXi 
b ~ b + T/Yi 
5. End for 
(if misclassification) 
6. :until no misclassifications made within the for loop 
7. Return w, b 
, Figure 3.4: The Perceptron Learning Algorithm. 





where ri is a positive value proportional to the number of times misclassification of 
I 
Xi has paused w to be updated. Intuitively, ai can also be regarded as a measure of 
I 
the inf rmation content of Xi, The decision function can then be rewritten in dual 
coordi ates as follows [21] 
J(x) - sign(wT x + b) 
sign ( (t aiyix? x) + b) 
sign (t aiYi \ x? x) + b) 
An im ortant property of this dual representation of the decision function is that 
only t+ inner products of the training data with the new test point are needed. 
In ' igure 3.5, the hyperplanes corresponding to wT x + b = -1 and wT x + b = 1 
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are th bounding hyperplanes. The distance between the two bounding hyperplanes 
is the argin and it is equal to 11 .; 11 . It can be shown that, with a large margin, the 
numbe of possible labellings of points can be dramatically less than the (basic) VC 
dimen~ion. The set of separating hyperplanes which attain margin 'Y or better for 






Thus, for given training data, maximizing the margin of separation between the two 
classes jhas the effect of minimizing h and thus optimizing generalization performance. 
! 
It can be shown that the optimal hyperplane (i.e., the one that minimizes the general-
ization error or the bound on the expected risk) corresponds to the one that minimizes 
the em irical risk and, at the same time, has the maximal margin of separation be-
tween te two classes [13]. The optimal hyperplane has the smallest complexity (i.e., 
the lo-Vlfest VC dimension). Figure 3.6 shows three hyperplanes that achieve a perfect 
classific;:ation. That is, all of them have zero empirical risk. However, only the hyper-
plane with maximum margin of separation between the two classes achieves optimal 
generajiza tion. 
In tder to find the optimal separating hyperplane, the following convex optimiza-
tion prrblern is solved 
with t e constraints that 
. 1 mm-llwll2 
w,b 2 
Yi(wr Xi+ b) ~ 1, i = 1, 2, ... , n 
Thus, he task is to maximize the margin while achieving the correct classification 
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Figure !3.5: A simple linear SVM. The optimal separating hyperplane has the maximal 
margin! of separation between the two classes. 
of all the training data. In order to allow for the possibility that the two classes are 
not lin arly separable, slack variables are introduced that allow for misclassifications. 
The o timization problem then becomes 
1 n 
min - llw 11 2 + c L (i 
w,b 2 i=l 
with t , e constraints that 
where fi ~ 0 is a slack variable. The parameter c is the soft-hard margin penalty and 
it gives the tradeoff between the size of the margin (i.e., the VC dimension) and the 
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Figure :3.6: The optimal hyperplane is the one that minimizes the empirical risk and, 
by ma)\:imizing the margin of separation between the two classes, results in the best 
generalization performance. 
I 
ApJlying the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions [21], any w in a solution to the 





w = LYiQiXj 
. i=l 
where i E ~ are the weights associated with each data point. Those points for which 
ai > 0 are called support vectors and lie closest to the hyperplane (See Figure 3.7). 
All ot er points have ai = 0 thus the support vectors are the critical elements of the 
trainin set [13]. The number of support vectors is usually much smaller than n. The 
final dEl)cision function is of the form 
(3.2) 
where he a/scan be found by solving the following dual optimization problem 
n 1 n n 
max~a- - - ~~a-a·y·y·x·Tx· a 6 i 2 66 i 1 i 1 1 J 
i=i i=l j=l 
(3.3) 
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with constrains that 
C ~ O'.i ~ 0, i = 1, 2, ... , n 
• 
n 
LO'.iYi = 0 
i=l 





' ' ' ' ' ' 
Figure i 3. 7: The points that lie closest to the separating hyperplane are known as 
suppor~ vectors and are the critical elements of the training set. 
Non-Linear Classifiers 
A line r decision boundary is a simple classifier that can be learned very efficiently. 
Howev©r, due to its small complexity it can correctly classify data that is linearly 
separa I le only. On the other hand, a more complex decision boundary can correctly 
classif general data that may not be linearly separable. However, such a classifier 
much harder to train. A SVM combines the best of both worlds. That 
is, it ses an efficient training algorithm while at the same time being capable of 
represe ting complex decision boundaries. 
In f rder to generalize to the case where the decision function is not linearly sepa· 
rable, $VMs first map the data into some other (possibly infinite dimensional) feature 
space ising a mapping ii> : 'II" - !R"', with d' c". d (see Figure 3.8). Clearly, there is 
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I 
no linelr separator for the data in the Figure. However, the data is linearly separable 
in the new feature space. This is because data that is mapped into a sufficiently high 
dimensf onal space will always be linearly separable. In order to avoid confusion, from 
now onl when in the context of SVMs, we will refer to the original lower dimensional 
feature space (i.e., Rd) as the "input space" and to the higher dimensional feature 
I 
space (i.e., Rd') as the "feature space". Note that both the optimization problem (3.3) 
and thJ final decision function (3.2) depend on the data through dot products in the 
input space (i.e, x? Xj), This implies that there is no need to evaluate <I>(xi) or <I>(xj) 
I 
as longj as we know what the value of <I>(xif <I>(xj) is. We can use a kernel function to 
avoid having to perform an explicit mapping into the feature space. A kernel function 
K calc~lates the dot product in the feature space of the image of 2 points from input 
space, k(xi, xj) = <I>(xi)I'<I>(xj). Table 3.1 shows some commonly used kernel func-
tions. f hus, we can find a linear separator in the feature space simply by replacing 
x? Xj in (3.3) with K(xi, Xj) and x? x in (3.2) with K(xi, x). The importance of 
this is that we can learn complex decision boundaries in feature space efficiently (i.e., 
without having to work with the feature space representation of each data point). 
When hiapped back to the original input space, the resulting linear separators can 
corres,ond to arbitrary nonlinear decision boundaries between the two classes. Mer-
cer's tlieorem [92] indicates that any kernel whose matrix KiJ = K(xi, xj) is positive 
definite corresponds to some feature space and is thus a valid kernel. Distance in the 
feature! space can be calculated by means of the kernel function [21]. Given Xi and Xj 
in input space, the corresponding distance in feature space is 
This isl known as the kernel trick and it allows SVMs to implicitly project the original 
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Table 3.1: Common Kernels. 
I Kernel I Formula 
Linear K(xi, Xj) = x? Xj 
Polynomial K(xi,Xj) = (x?xj + 1r 
Gaussian K(xi, Xj) = e-llxi-xjll~/a~ 
traininr data to the featur;ace. 
--
• e e I I 
•• 
Input Space Feature Space 
Figure 3.8: A SVM maps the training data nonlinearly into a higher dimensional 
feature space via <I>. By the use of a kernel function, the optimal separating hyperplane 
I 
can be ]computed without explicitly carrying out the map into the feature space. 
Substituting K(xi, Xj) for <I>(xif <I>(xj) gives the following optimization problem 
! 
n 1 n n 
max" a· - - "" a·a ·y·y ·K(x· x·) a L.J i 2L....JL....J i 1 iJ u J 
i=i i=l j=l 
with t I e constrains that 
c ~ ai ~ 0, i = 1, 2, ... , n 
n 
LaiYi = 0 
i=l 
Solving for the a's in the above optimization problem results in the following final 
decisio function 
J(x) = sign (tyiaiK(x,xi) +b) 
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which corresponds to a linear hyperplane in the feature space and an arbitrarily 
complJ decision boundary in the input space. 
3.1.4 One-Class Support Vector Machines 
In a onr-class classification problem, data from only one of the classes (i.e., the target 
class) r· available. For instance, user-labelled relevant images give us information 
about 1he user's high level concept. Many terms (e.g., concept learning [64], outlier 
detecti 1 n [113], novelty detection [10]) have been used according to the different 
applic~tions to which one-class classification can be applied. One approach to this 
proble~ is to model the support of the target data distribution (i.e., to create a 
functioh which is positive in those regions of input space where most of the target 
data is located and negative elsewhere). 
ThJ approach taken in [139] consists of mapping the training data to a feature 
space nd then attempting to include most of it into a hypersphere of minimum size. 
I 
Thus, the task is to create a boundary around the target class such that most of 
the target data is included while, at the same time, minimizing the risk of accepting 
outliers (i.e., data that does not belong to the target class). This model can be 
rewrittrn in a form comparable to the support vector classifier [142] and it is therefore 
called ithe support vector data description (SVDD) [139]. Consider training data as a 
set of j observations { xiH where Xi E Rd. If the hypersphere contains all the training 
I 
data, t e empirical error is equal to zero. This is analogous to a maximum margin 
hyperp ane that correctly classified all of its training data. Similarly, from (3.1), 
minimizing the radius of the hypersphere that encloses the training data results in an 
optimi ation of generalization performance. Thus, the task is to solve the following 
optimi ation problem (See Figure 3.9) 
n 
minr2 + c L(i 
r,(,a i=l 
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where r E R and a E Rd' are the radius and center respectively of the hypersphere, 
with cJnstraints that (almost) all the training data are within the hypersphere 
ll<I>(xi) - all 2 ~ r 2 + (i, Ci 2:: 0, i = 1, 2, ... , n 
The prameter O ~ c ~ 1 is the soft-hard margin penalty and it gives the tradeoff 
betweer the size of the hypersphere and the number of training data that can be 
includ1d. By setting partial derivatives to O in the corresponding Lagrangian the 
following expression for a is Obtained 
n 
a = L ai<I>(xi) 
i=l 
Replacf ng partial derivatives into the Lagrangian and noticing that a is a linear com-
binatiJn of the training data, which allows us to use a kernel function, the following 





0 ~ ai ~ c, L ai = 1 
i=l 
where K is an appropriate Mercer kernel. A quadratic programming method is used 
to find the optimal a values in the objective function [139]. Given x in input space 
and hypersphere center a, their corresponding distance in feature space is 
ll<I>(x) - all 2 
n n 
K(x, x) - 2 L aiK(x, xi)+ L aiajK(xi, Xj) 
i=l i=j=l 
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Also, x falls inside the hypersphere when this distance is smaller than or equal to the 
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Figure 3.9: A hypersphere containing most of the training data. 
A method for adapting the standard two-class SVM techniques to the one-class 
classific;:ation problem was proposed by Scholkopf in [125]. The basic idea of their 
approarh is to treat the origin as the only member of the second class. That is, via 
the us, of a kernel function, the training data is first mapped into a feature space and 
then s~parated from the origin with maximum margin (See Figure 3.10). Although 
this is ~ot a closed boundary around the data, it gives equivalent solutions to Tax's 
hyperslhere approach [139] when the data is preprocessed to have unit norm [139] 
(See F"gure 3.11). In the case of a Gaussian kernel, the data is implicitly rescaled to 
unit norm since K ( x, x) = <I> ( x f <I> ( x) = 1 and thus all vectors in the feature space 
lie in ~ unit hypersphere. Indeed the angles between all vectors are smaller than 
I 
1r /2. jherefore, the data points are placed on a portion of the same octant on the 
unit hf ersphere in the feature space and thus can be more easily separated from the 




Figure 10: The decision boundary on the left is generated by Scholkopf 's hyperplane 
approach; the one on the right corresponds to Tax's hypersphere method. 
Figure 13.11: When the data is normalized to unit norm, it lies on a unit hypersphere. 
The de,cision boundary on the left is generated by Scholkopf's hyperplane approach; 
the on~ on the right corresponds to Tax's hypersphere method. 
I 
Tax's Hypersphere method operate comparably and perform best when the Gaussian 
I 
kernel ·s used [139]. In this dissertation, we use Tax's hypersphere approach [139] 
which, we believe, has a more intuitive description. In order to emphasize the one-
class c assification task, from now on we will refer to this approach as the one-class 
support vector machine (lSVM). 
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3.1.5 Generalized Support Vector Machines 
A con entional SVM requires symmetry and positive definiteness of the kernel. A 
genera ized support vector machine (GSVM) [84] has been developed that allows the 
use of n arbitrary kernel and it can lead to a decision function that is as satisfactory 
as thaj of a conventional SVM. Even for negative definite kernels, a GSVM can 
generale a decision function that can correctly classify the training data whereas the 
conven ional SVM does not. A GSVM can be very useful in the case of variable-length 
trainink data. Traditional classification approaches based on SVM learning require 
the use of fixed-length representations for the training data because SVM kernels 
represent an inner product in a feature space that is a non-linear transformation 
of the 'input space. However, many classification problems create variable-length 
represe tations of the data and define a similarity measure between two variable-
length epresentations. Thus, the standard SVM approach cannot be applied because 
it viol~tes the requirements that SVM places on the kernel. Since GSVM does not 
I 
place restrictions on the kernel, any similarity measure (i.e., not necessarily an inner 
product one) can be used. 
Wej follow the matrix notation of [84]. Let X E Rmxn and B E Rnxl. The 
kernel iK(X, B) implements an arbitrary function mapping Rmxn x Rnxl into Rmxl_ 
In partlicular, given two column vectors x, b E Rn, K(xT, xr) is a row vector in Rm, 
! 
I 
K(xr, b) ER, and K(X, BT) is an m x m matrix [84]. 
I 
I 
Giv:en training data { (xi, Yi)}f for a binary classification task, where xi E Rd and 
Yi E {1, -1} is the class label, represent it by matrix XE ~nxd and diagonal matrix 
of plus or minus ones Y E Rnxn. Suppose we have a separating hyperplane induced 
by K ( , xr) defined as follows 
(3.4) 
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where f E Rn and b E R In the particular case that K is an inner product kernel 
under Mercer's condition, the separating surface becomes 
<I>(xf <I>(XfY · u = b 
where <I> : Rd---+ Rd' with d' 2: d. The parameters u and bin (3.4)can be obtained by 




s.t. Y(K(X, XT))Yu - eb) + ( > e 
' > 0. 
(3.5) 
where E Rn is a column vector of ones, e is some convex function, c is a positive 
parameter that weights the separation error e· ( versus suppression of the separating 
surface
1 
parameter u. Suppression of u can be interpreted as minimizing the number 
of consrraints of (3.5) with positive multipliers (i.e., number of support vectors). In 
the palticular case that e is a quadratic funct10n mduced by a positive defimte kernel, 
we hav~ the standard interpretation of a maximal margin hyperplane [84]. A solution 
i 
to (3.5) with corresponding decision function is referred to as a GSVM in [84]. 
I 
In jhe particular case that B in (3.5) is a convex quadratic function (i.e., B(u) = 
iu · Ht where H E Rnxn is a symmetric positive definite matrix), the Wolfe dual 
[83, 151] of (3.5) is 
-e·a 
s.t. e · Ya = 0 
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0::; a < ce. 
where a E atn and u = H-1YK(X,XTfYa. If K(X,XT) is assumed to be 
symmelric positive definite and H = Y K(X, xr)Y, then we obtain the dual problem 
for a standard SVM with u = a [84]. The basic idea in [84] is to choose other values 
for the :matrix H that will also suppress u. In the simplest case, choosing H = I (i.e., 
the ideltity matrix) with u = Y K(X, xrf a results in the following dual problem 
1 
mm - -YAYa -e·a 
Q 2 
s.t. e · Ya 0 
0::; a < ce. 
(3.6) 
where l ~ K(X, xr)K(X, xry is a positive semidefinite matrix. Thus, this is an 
always solvable convex quadratic problem for any kernel K [84]. 
3.2 Multiple-Instance Learning 
I 
In traditional supervised learning, the training set consists of individually labelled 
I 
examples. That is, each observation is a pair (xi, Yi) where xi E atd and Yi E at 
is the corresponding class label. Multiple-instance learning (MIL) [25, 85, 87] is a 
generaiization of this in which training class labels are associated with sets ( or bags) 
of examples ( or instances). While every instance may have an associated true label, 
individual instances are not given a label. Instead, each bag is labelled. More formally, 
the training data is { (Bi, y.i) }f where Bi is a bag and Yi E at is its corresponding class 
label. I The label Yi of a bag Bi = {bn, bi2 , ... , bim}, where bij E atd is its j-th 
instanae, is determined by the instance with the highest label. In the binary case, 
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a bag r labelled positive if it contains at least one instance which is positive. On 
the otler hand, a bag is labelled negative if all the instances in it are negative. In 
standard supervised learning, we can observe the label of an instance bij· In the 
multiple instance model we can only see the label of its bag Bi. 
Th$ MIL model was only recently formalized by [25]. Their work was motivated 
I 
by the! drug activity prediction problem where a bag is a molecule (i.e., a drug) of 
interes and instances in the bag correspond to possible configurations (i.e., shapes) 
that ttle molecule is likely to take. The efficacy of a molecule (i.e., how well it binds 
I 
to a "Binding site") can be tested experimentally, but there is no way to control for 
individual configurations. Thus, the objective is to determine those shapes which 
will bi:r:id with a receptor molecule. There has been a significant amount of research 
classifi ation and retrieval [2, 86, 154, 158], have also been studied. 
3.2.1 i Diverse Density 
Maron and Lozano-Perez [87] devised a framework called diverse density (DD) (see 
also [85]) to solve the MIL problem. The main idea behind the DD algorithm is to find 
areas if feature space that are close to at least one instance from every positive bag 
and fat from all instances in negative bags. The DD at a point in the feature space 
is a mdasure of how many different positive bags have instances near that point, and 
of how far all instances in negative bags are from that point. Note that this differs 
from t e more regular density concept of finding a point in the feature space with 
both h~gh density of positive instances and low density of negative instances. The 
algorithm searches the feature space for points with high DD (See Figures 3.12 and 
3.13). 
Ne1t, we introduce a derivation of DD from Maron and Lozano-Perez [87] based 



















"Ideal" feature vector 
max DD point 
Figure 13.12: The main idea behind diverse density is to find areas in feature space that 
are close to at least one instance from every positive bag and far from all instances in 
negative bags. The numbers indicate the location of instances from each of 8 different 
bags. Instances from negative bags (6 through 8) are in bold. 
I 
bags J Bt, Bf, ... , B;t and the negative bags as B1, B2, ... , B;. Let b~ E ~d be the 
j-th i~tance in positive bag B{. Likewise, bij E !Jld iB the j-th instance in negative 
bag B2. Because not all d dimensions contribute equally for discriminating between 
positive and negative instances, we also need to give a weight to each dimension in 
order ~o maximize DD. Let w E ~d be a weight vector defining the relevance or 
importlnce of each feature. Using Bayes' rule and assuming a uniform prior, we look 
for the[ point t E ~d with highest DD value as defined by 
n m 
DD(t, w) = II Pr(t I Bt) II Pr(t I B;) 
I ·=! ·=! 
The nrsy-or model (see [85] for details) is used in [87] to define the terms in the 
produ[s. This model is based on two assumptions. First, for t to be the target 
concept it is caused ( and thus close to) one of the instances in the bag. Second, the 
proba ility of an instance not being the target concept is independent of any other 
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instanc not being the target. This yields 
Pr(t I Bt) = 1- Il(l - Pr(bij = t)) 
j 
Pr(t I B::) = Il(l - Pr(bu = t)) 
j 
Finallyl the probability Pr(b,; - t) of an instance being the target concept is defined 
fill a G 
I 
ussian based on the distance from the instance to the target concept 
I Pr(bij = t) = exp(-llbij - t11 2) 
i 
where l:lhij - t11 2 is weighted as follows 
I 
d 
llbij - t11 2 = L wf(bijl - tz) 2 
l=l 
where ijl, wz, and t 1 are the l-th entries of vectors bij, w, and t respectively. The 
problerh of finding the global maximum DD point is difficult because the size and 
I 
' 
numbe~ of local maxima in the search space is large. However, according to the 
definition of the DD function, the global maximum DD point is made of contributions 
I 
from s1me set of positive bags. Thus, if we start a gradient a.,icent from every instance 
in a pritive bag, one of them is likely to be closest to the global maximum DD 
point, contribute the most to it and have a climb directly to it [87]. Therefore, a 
simple heuristic is applied in [87] to search for the global maximum DD point: start 
an opt mization of the DD function at each instance from every positive bag with 
unifor weights and record the resulting maximizer (i.e., t and w). Then, from 
among all the maximizers that were found, select the one that resulted in the largest 
DD va ue. 
Re ently, the EM-DD algorithm [157] was developed which combines the DD 










Figure 3.13: The space defined by the Diverse Density function on the plot of Figure 
3.1 2 
the knowledge of which instance corresponds to the label of the bag as a missing 
attribute and applies the EM algorithm to convert the MIL problem to a standard 
supervised learning problem. In [2], SVMs are used to solve the MIL problem. The 
proposed extension of the SVM learning approach leads to a mixed integer quadratic 
program that can be solved heuristically. The mixed integer quadratic program is 
t hus a generalized soft-margin SVM in which the soft-margin cri terion is maximized 
joint ly over possible label assignments as well as hyperplanes. Basically, the problem 
reduces to finding an ( optimal) linear separating discriminant such that there is at 
least one instance from every positive bag in the posit ive halfspace, while all instances 








In this chapter, we first summarize related work on intra and inter-query learning with 
global image representations. Next, we present two novel techniques for performing 
I 
inter-query learning with global image representations. Both techniques use support 
vector machines (SVM) for learning the class distributions of users' high-level query 
concepts from retrieval experience. They are based on a relevance feedback (RF) 
framework that learns one-class support vector machines (lSVM) from retrieval ex-
perienT to represent the set memberships of users' high-level query concepts and 
stores them in a "concept database". The "concept database" provides a mechanism 
for accumulating inter-query learning obtained from previous queries. The geometric 
I 
view of lSVMs allows a straightforward interpretation of the density of past inter-
action in a local area of the feature space and thus allows the decision of exploiting 
past information only if enough past exploration of the local area has occurred. 
Thl first approach, presented in [42, 36, 35, 40], does a fuzzy classification of a 
new query into the regions of support represented by the lSVMs in the "concept 
datab4e". In this way, past experience is merged with current intra-query learning. 
The second approach, presented in [39], incorporates inter-query learning into the 
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query todification and distance reweighing framework. One of the main advantages 
of these approaches is the capability of making an intelligent initial guess on a new 
I 
query then the query is first presented to the system. 
I 
4.1 I Related Work in Intra-Query Learning 
Two m11in RF strategies have been proposed in content-based image retrieval (CBIR): 
query bodification [119], and distance reweighing [11, 61, 103, 117, 127]. Query 
I 
modifidation changes the representation of the user's query in a form that is closer 
(hopefully) to the semantic intent of the user. In particular, query shifting involves 
movini the query towards the region of the feature space containing relevant images 
and aty from the region containing non-relevant images ( See Figure 2 .11). Distance 
reweigliing changes the calculation of image to image similarity to strengthen the 
contrib~tion of relevant image components in regard to the current query. Thus, the 
I 
task is to determine the features that help the most in retrieving relevant images and 
increase their importance in determining similarity. 
In [117], the weight and representation of each feature is updated according to 
their atility to discriminate between the set of relevant and non-relevant images in 
the cur1ent query. In [103] a probabilistic feature relevance learning (PFRL) method 
that automatically captures feature relevance based on RF is presented. It computes 
flexible! retrieval metrics for producing neighborhoods that are elongated along less 
relei\ feature dimensions and constricted along most influential ones (See Figure 
4.1). jFRL is an application of the approach described in [31] for learning local 
featurerrelevance. In [31], the observation is made that input variables oflow relevance 
can def rade the performance of nearest-neighbor classifiers if they are allowed to be 
equally[ influential with those of high relevance in defining the distance from the point 
to be Jlassified. Thus, if the relative local relevance of each input variable were 
known, this information would be used to construct a distance metric that provides 
I 
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an opt mal differential weighting for the input variables [31]. In PFRL, retrieved 
images with RF are used to compute local feature relevance. If we let the class label 
y E { 1, 0} at query x E ~d be treated as a random variable from a distribution with 
the probabilities {Pr(l Ix), Pr(O Ix)}, we have 
f(x) · Pr(y = 1 I x) = E(y I x) 
In the bsence of any variable assignments, the least-squares estimate for f (x) is 
E[f] = j f(x)p(x)dx 
where p(x) is the joint density. Now given only that xis known at dimension xi= zi. 
The le st-squares estimate becomes 
I 
where _p(x I xi = zi) is the conditional density of the other input variables. In image 
retrieval, f(z) = 1, where z is the query. Then 
I 
[(f (z) - 0) - (f (z) - E[f I Xi = zi])] = E[f I Xi = zi] 
represelts a reduction in error between the two predictions. Thus, a measure of 
feature relevance at query z can be defined as 
The relative relevance can be used as a weighting scheme for a weighted k-nearest 
66 
neighbdr search where the weight for the i-th dimension is given by 
evri(z) 
w·(z)-~--
i - °'\'d vr (z) 
uj=l e J 
where v is a parameter that can be chosen to maximize(minimize) the influence of ri 
on wi. For further details, see [103]. This technique has shown promise in a number 
of imaJe database applications. 
Some methods for incorporating both query shifting and feature relevance weight-
ing havb also been proposed [53, 61]. In [53], a retrieval method that combines feature 
I 
I 
relevance learning and query shifting to achieve the best of both worlds is proposed. 
This method uses a linear discriminant analysis to compute the new query and exploit 
the local neighborhood structure centered at the new query by using PFRL. 
y 
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Figure l.l: Features are unequal in their differential relevance for computing similar-
ity. The neighborhoods of queries b and c should be elongated along the less relevant 
Y and ;x axis respectively. For query a, features X and Y have equal discriminating 
strengtr. 
::: 
In [55], distance in the feature space associated with a kernel is used to rank rel-
evant irages. An adaptive quasiconformal mapping based on RF is used to generate 
successive new kernels. The kernel is constructed in such a way that the spatial reso-
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lution is contracted around relevant images and dilated around non-relevant images. 
Then, 1he distance from the query to new images is measured in this new space. In-
stead oj updating individual feature weights, we could also select from a pre-defined 
set of similarity measures. For example, in [126], an approach is described that mini-
mizes ~ean distance between user-labelled relevant images by selecting from a set of 
pre-de+ed distance metrics. 
In ficHunter [60], a Bayesian framework is used to associate each image with a 
probability that it corresponds to the user's query concept. The probability is updated 
I 
based ~n the user's feedback at each iteration. In [140], a "boosting" algorithm is 
proposed to improve RF learning. Recently, SVM learning has been applied to CBIR 
system~ with RF to significantly improve retrieval performance [18, 56, 141, 156]. Ba-
sically, /the probability density of relevant images can be estimated by using SVMs. 
For instance, in [18], a lSVM is used to include as many relevant images as possible 
into a Hypersphere of minimum size. That is, relevant images are used to estimate the 
I 
distribttion of target images by fitting a tight hypersphere in the non-linearly trans-
formed! feature space. In [156], the problem is regarded as a two-class classification 
problem and a maximum margin hyperplane in the non-linearly transformed feature 
i 
space i! used to separate relevant images from non-relevant images. Many other ap-
proachts, such as [54, 102, 161], have provided improved alternatives for utilizing 
kernelf' ethods in CBIR. 
Ot er classical machine learning approaches, such as decision trees [82], nearest 
neighb@r classifiers [152], and artificial neural networks [71] have also been applied to 
I 
RF in lBIR. In [82], a decision tree is used to sequentially split the feature space until 
all poi:dts within a partition are of the same class. Then, images that are classified as 
relevanl are returned as the nearest neighbors of the query image. 
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4.2 Related Work in Inter-Query Learning 
Most c rrent RF systems are based on an intra-query-learning-only approach. That 
is, the system refines the query by using RF supplied by the user and the learning 
process starts from ground up for each new query. A few approaches [6, 20, 52, 54, 
69, 72, 75, 96, 98, 137, 144, 155, 156] attempt inter-query learning (i.e., RF from 
past q eries are used to improve the retrieval performance of the current query). 
The inipal results from those approaches for inter-query learning show a tremendous 
benefit lin the initial and first iteration of retrieval. Inter-query learning thus offers a 
I 
' great pbtential for reducing the amount of user interaction by reducing the number 
i 
of iterations needed to satisfy a query. 
I 
Thi approach proposed in [72] was one of the first attempts to explicitly memorize 
learned knowledge to improve CBIR performance. A correlation network is used to 
accum late semantic relevance between image clusters learned from users' RF. In 
[52, 54] latent semantic analysis (LSI) [23] was used to provide a generalization of past 
experience. LSI is an important technique in information retrieval. It uses the context 
of a word's usage (i.e., a document) to uncover the hidden (i.e., latent) meaning of 
I 
the wo~d. LSI creates a semantic space by applying the singular value decomposition 
to a tefm-by-document matrix M. Each column of M represents a document. The 
compotents of the column represent the relationship of the term to the document 
( such Is a frequency weight of the occurrences of the term in the document). The 
term-b -document matrix is then approximated by using the k largest singular values 
and th· ir associated singular vectors: 
M = U S yr R:j M = U S yr ..._..., ..._..., ..._..., ..._..., ..._..., ..._..., ..._..., ..._..., 
txd txr rxr rxd txd txk kxk kxd 
where t is the number of terms, d is the number of documents, r is the rank of M, 
U and V are orthonormal, and S is diagonal. The M, U, V and S matrices are 
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the approximations of the respective matrices when using just the k largest singular 
values. To process a previously unknown query document , first a pseudo-document, 
d, is created as a vector of its component terms. This vector is then proj ected into 
the semantic space by q = (Jr d. The distance of the query to each of the documents 
is t hen the distance of q to the corresponding column of §yr. 
In [54], the images in a database are viewed as the fundamental vocabulary of 
the system. The RF from each query is considered as a document composed of many 
terms (images) (See Figure 4.2). Thus, assuming that the terms of a document have a 
latent semantic relationship, it is possible to use LSI to capture inter-query learning. 
Query l Query2 Query3 





Figure 4.2: LSI approach for inter-query learning. Each column in the matrix repre-
sents a query and the set of marked relevant (1) and non-relevant (O) retrieved images. 
LSI can be performed on the matrix to obtain useful inter-query learning. 
Both [20], [75], and [155], take the approach of complete memorization of prior 
history. In PicHunter [20], the entire history of user selections contributes to the sys-
tern 's estimate of the user 's concept. To accomplish this, Bayesian learning based on 
a probabilistic model of the user 's behavior is used. The predictions of this model are 
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! 
combin~d with the selections made during a query session to estimate the probability 
associaLd with each image. These probabilities are then used to retrieve images. In 
[75] the, correlation between past image labelling is merged with low-level features to 
I 
rank irriages for retrieval. The model estimates the semantic correlation between two 
images based on their co-occurrence frequency (i.e., the number of query sessions in 
which Joth images were labelled relevant). Intuitively, the larger the co-occurrence 
frequency of two images is, the more likely that they are semantically similar. Given 
a quer)j" x, the semantic similarity to each image is initialized to its feature-based 
I 
similarity. Then, semantic similarities are iteratively updated based on correlation 
with top-ranked images. Thus, images having strong correlations with the top-ranked 
images .are likely to have a high semantic similarity with x, even if their feature-based 
I 
similarity is low [75]. 
In [:).55] the extra inter-query information is efficiently encoded by adding a virtual 
! 
I 
feature I (VF) to the feature vector of an image. Initially, the VF of each image is 
empty. Given a query x, the k nearest neighbor images to it are retrieved and the 
user labels each of them as relevant or non-relevant. Then, a number from a system 
counter is concatenated to the VFs of all user-labelled relevant images to indicate that 
they deliver the same concept as x. To determine relevance between x and database 
imagesj the VF of xis computed as the concatenation of the VFs of all user-labelled 
I 
relevant images in the previous RF iteration. The VFs of x and the database images 
I 
are thein used in a probabilistic dissimilarity measure that dynamically adjusts the 
distancb between x and the database images [155]. One of the shortcomings of this 
method is that it needs at least one RF iteration and thus inter-query learning cannot 
I 
be used to improve the performance in the initial retrieval set. 
I 
In [98], the log files of the Viper system are used to perform feature relevance 
weightiing. In [144], a Bayesian approach is presented for both intra and inter-query 
learnink. Self-Organizing Maps are used for inter-query learning in the PicSOM 
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system [69]. In [96], a multilayer method for image organization and searching is 
presen ed. User interaction is combined with offiine image processing and knowledge 
from p evious interactions is remembered. In [137], a framework for accumulating 
I 
RF andl. constructing a relevance graph for later usage is presented. A general active 
learninr framework is proposed in [156]. The framework is used to guide hidden 
anno~lions in. order to. improve retrieval perfo~mance .. In [3~], ~ long-term similarity 
learnmr algorithm which uses RF from previous sessions is given. The MetaSeek 
system1 presented in [6] selects and queries its target image search engines according 
I 
to thei~ success under similar query conditions in previous searches. For this purpose, 
i 
the sy~tem keeps a performance database in which the performance of each target 
I 
engine is kept according to the user's RF. 
4.3 Inter-Query Learning with One-Class Support 
Vector Machines 
We pre~ent two novel RF approaches for performing inter-query learning in CBIR with 
' 
global Image representations. By accumulating experience in the form of users' RF, 
it is possible to learn the class distributions of users' high-level concepts. Then, this 
inter-qiery learning (in the form of high-level concept classification) can be exploited 
to imptve retrieval performance. We require a long-term memory structure for the 
represehtation of inter-query learning accumulated from queries over time. Because of 
their sttaightforward interpretation as the density of past interaction in a local area of 
the fea ure space, we have chosen lSVMs as this long-term learning structure. Both 
appro1hes axe based on using lSVMs for learning the class distributions of users' 
query ioncepts from retrieval experience. They are based on a RF framework that 
learns rVMs from retrieval experience to represent the set memberships of users' 
query oncepts and stores them in a "concept database". The "concept database" 
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provid s a mechanism for accumulating inter-query learning obtained from previous 
queries I The geometric view of lSVMs allows a straightforward interpretation of the 
densityl of past interaction in a local area of the feature space and thus allows the 
decisiJ of exploiting past information only if enough past exploration of the local 
area hr occurred. 
Let x E Rd be the input space representation of the query image (i.e., vector of 
feature values extracted from the image), and w E Rd be the feature weights for an 
arbitra y distance/similarity measure. For simplicity, from now own for any image, we 
I 
will us~ its input space representation x to refer also to the image itself. Thus, when 
I 
using ~' it will be clear from the context whether we are referring to the image itself 
or to its representation in input space. Let R = { (xi, Yi) }i1' be the set of all cumulative 
retriev ls for x, where Yi is either 1 (relevant image) or O (non-relevant image) marked 
by the user as the class label associated with Xi, Let n+ = {xi I (xi, 1) E R} and 
n- = {[xi I (xi, 0) ER} be the set of cumulative relevant and non-relevant retrievals, 
respectively. Let <I> : Rd --+ Rd' with d' 2:: d be the mapping from input space to 
! 
feature space. Thus, <I>(x) refers to the feature space representation of x. 
At the end of the search session for x, we use n+ as training data for a lSVM. 
Then, te store the resulting lSVM in the "concept database". Let the descriptor of 
the corresponding hypersphere be 1{ = {R, a, r }, where a and r are its center and 
radius I espectively. The basic idea is that a future query image that falls within the 
same r gion of support is classified by the lSVM as having the same semantics. Thus, 
inter-q, ery learning can provide us with a cue about the semantics of an image (See 
Figure .3). 
Th~ M-tree [19] data structure {described in Section 2.4) is used for the efficient 
search of nearest neighbor images in feature space. We use M-trees for the efficient 
search lf both historical information and images in the database. The image M-tree 




Figure 4.3: Basic idea of first approach. The lSVM generated with n+ as training 
data a1 the end of a query session for query Xi. The ( feature space) representation of 
a futur!e query Xj falls inside this hypersphere. The lSVM classifies Xj into the same 
concept as Xi. 
i 
lSVM (i.e., the "concept database"). 
4.3.1 Overview of First Approach 
I 
i 
By doing a fuzzy classification of a query into the regions of support represented by the 
1SVM$ in the "concept database", past experience is merged with current intra-query 
learning. Figure 4.4 shows a diagram of the proposed method. The approach that 
is used[ for selecting the images in the retrieval set is ba.sed on exploiting both intra 
and in~er-query learning. After each RF iteration, n+ is used as training data for a 
I 
lSVM.ll Then, intra-query learning is exploited by including ( Wintra)k nearest neighbor 
images to the hypersphere's center a into the retrieval set, where O ::; Wintra ::; 1 is 
the int a-query learning weight and k is the number of images in the retrieval set. 
Initiallrl (i.e., before any RF iterations), a= <I>(x). The remaining (l-Wintra)k images 
in the etrieval set are obtained by exploiting the accumulated inter-query learning 
in then"concept database". Thus, the ratio of intra to inter-query learning that is 
used i processing a query is Wintra : (1- Wintra)- We now explain how the remaining 
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Figure 4.4: Diagram of first approach. 
I 
In (j)lrder to integrate the prior experience in the "concept database" with x, a 
I 
fuzzy classification of x into the existing regions of support (i.e., lSVMs) is performed. 
Thus, ]he "concept database" is searched and it is determined whether a falls into 
any of the accumulated lSVMs. Because it is very common for an image to be 
ascriber into many different concepts, we expect to have queries that fall into many 
hypersf heres. One possible way of exploiting inter-query learning would be to perform 
a hard classification by selecting (1 - Wintra)k nearest neighbor images to the closest 
hypers here's center (i.e., closest prototype). However, this is not a very good strategy 
75 
since a query may be a member of several concept sets (i.e., it may fall into many 
hypersrheres). Thus, it may as well be ascribed to the concept corresponding to any 
one of the other lSVMs. Furthermore, a query may be ascribed to a combination of 
different concepts. 
Thl results of experiments conducted in [3] for learning users' text preferences 
suggest that, for simple queries (i.e., queries that can be ascribed to one concept), a 
purely exploitative strategy delivers good performance. However, for complex queries 
(i.e., queries that can be ascribed to more than one concept), there is a tradeoff 
between faster learning of the user's query concept and the delivery of more relevant 
documents. Therefore, instead, we use the ideas from possibilistic cluster analysis [57] 
I 
and assign a degree of membership to each one of the lSVMs (i.e., to each cluster) 
according to the degree by which x can be ascribed to its particular concept. 
Gijen a set of points, the fuzzy c-means algorithm [57] searches for an optimal 
set of clusters. The clusters are represented by their corresponding centers and each 
point {as a degree of membership in each cluster, which models the degree of the 
I 
point belonging to the cluster [57]. In our case, the set of clusters (in the form of 
lSVMI) is formed by the historical interaction of users with the system. Let {'Hi}f, 
where f{i = {Ri,ai,'i}, be the set of hyperspheres into which a falls. We then use 
the following function to assign a membership of x into each hypersphere 
1 
µ(x, 7-{;) = d. ( ) , i = 1, 2, ... , m 
' I:m istF a,ai 
J=l distF(a,aj) 
I 
where tistp refers to the feature space distance. Therefore, the degree of membership 
of x into a lSVM is based on the relative distances between a and the centers of all 
hyperswheres into which a falls. If \f/(7-li) denotes the concept that is embodied by 
! 
hypersJhere 1-{i then the belief ( or our degree of confidence) that x is delivering 




TJ1orm the retrieval set, sample representative images from each hypersphere into 
which 
I 
falls are included. The number of representatives that a particular concept 
w(Hi) tas in the retrieval set is proportional to µ(x, Hi). Thus, the number of images 
of con4pt \J!(Hi) that appear in the retrieval set will be greater than the number of 
images of concept w(Hj) whenever µ(x, Hi) > µ(x, Hi). Because a may fall into 
many ~yperspheres but only (1 - Wintra)k "inter-query-learning" images are to be 
includek in the retrieval set, priority is given to hyperspheres with higher µ value. 
I 
I 
Thus, ~fter (1-wintra)k images are selected, the remaining hyperspheres with smaller 
I 
µ values are ignored. 
The retrieval set is thus formed by exploiting both intra and inter-query learning. 
Then, the user evaluates the relevance of images in the retrieval set and n+ is used 
I 
as trai:q.ing data for a lSVM. The center a of the resulting hypersphere becomes the 
new q+ry location for the second round of RF and this process continues until the 
user is ~atisfied with the results or quits. When the session is over, the final lSVM is 
I 
stored ~n the "concept database" . The algorithm for the first approach is summarized 
in Figure 4.5. 
On~ of the weaknesses of this approach is that inter-query learning is represented 
I 
by a cinstantly growing number of (possibly overlapping) lSVMs (i.e., regions) in 
the feature space. Thus, as previously mentioned in Chapter 1, summarization may 
be desirable when the amount of inter-query learning (i.e., the size of the "concept 
I 
I 
databa.$e") is very large. 
I 
I 
4.3.1.1 Summarizing Inter-Query Learning 
In the lroposed approach, inter-query learning is accumulated in the form of lSVMs. 
Howev~r, this way of storing inter-query learning results in a constantly increasing 
numbeJ of (possibly overlapping) clusters (i.e., lSVMs) in the feature space. In this 
section we alleviate this problem by incorporating an implicit cluster-merging pro-
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1. Iritialize H = {R +- 0, a+- <I>(x), r +- O} 
2. Search the concept database; find hyperspheres {Hi}f into which a falls 
I 
3. IDo a fuzzy classification of x 
M +- {µ(x, Hi)}f 
4. ~orm retrieval set by including 
( Wintra)k nearest neighbor images to a in feature space 
(1 - Wintra)k representative images based on M 
5. 1lJser marks images as relevant or non-relevant 
I R +- R U {(xi, Yi)}~ 
l 
I Use n+ to compute lSVM 
6. While more RF iterations Do 
a+- center of resulting lSVM 
r +- radius of resulting lSVM 
go to 2 
7. Insert resulting lSVM 1{ into concept database 
Figure 4.5: Algorithm of First Approach. 
! 
cess to! incrementally summarize the derived inter-query learning. The similarity 
I 
measure that is used for clustering lSVMs and classifying the query takes both dis-
tance i~ feature spoce and a probabilistic perceptual closeness (based on UBers' RF) 
I 
into copsideration. The main advantage of doing this is that the system becomes 
scalabl I and query processing can be accelerated by considering only a small number 
of clus er representatives, rather than the entire set of accumulated lSVMs. 
Fig re 4.6 shows a diagram of the modified approach. The difference is that the 
(1 - W·ntra)k "inter-query learning" images in the retrieval set are nearest neighbor 
images1to the cluster representative that is closest to rl. Also, when the query ses-
sion is over, the resulting lSVM 7-{ is not directly added to the "concept database". 
InsteaJ an implicit cluster-merging process takes place. This process determines, 
from a fixed number of cluster representatives, the most similar one to 7-{ and com-
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I Figure 4.6: Diagram of Modified First Approach. 
Thiaccumulated intra-query learning- at the end of the RF iterations for x is 
given b R. The center a of 1{ is 
a= L ai<I>(xi) 
x1ER+ 
where r E !R is calculated by the lSVM computation. 
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Instead of storing in the 
"conce~t database" each hypersphere 'J-{ that results from each query x, let the ac-
cumulated inter-query learning£ be summarized by a fixed number of cluster repre-
sentatites. A cluster representative CE£ is defined as follows 
I 
C {p,W} 
where t E lRd is the pre-image of C's center in feature space, which is computed as 
explainbd later. Thus, the center of C in feature space is c = <I>(p). Them images 
(each with corresponding "semantic weight" Wi E lR) in w contribute to w(C) (i.e., 
I 
C's higp.-level concept). Intuitively, W describes the high-level semantics (i.e., the 
concep !) associated with C. For each Xi, let the set Axi be defined as follows 
Axi L{wi I (xi,1,wi) E W} 
CE£ 
That isl Ax, is the sum of all "semantic weights" of x, from all cluster representatives 
I -
in whidh Xi appears as a relevant image. Given that the user has labelled xi as a 
relevanl image and given £, we define the single-image probability that the user's 
concepJ is w ( C) as follows 
I Wi 
p(w(C) I Xj, £) = Ax, if Xj E w, 0 otherwise 
I 
Thus, · mong all C E £ in which Xi is relevant, the C in which xi has the largest 
"sema tic weight" has the highest probability of matching the user's concept. The 
total p obability for each C E £ is obtained by summing the single-image probabilities 
of ima es that are co-occurring and relevant in both Wand R. Therefore, the C E £ 
that h s the largest semantic overlap will have the highest probability of coinciding 
with t e user's concept. Thus, given R and £, we define the overall probability that 
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where 
S {xi I Xi En+ and (xi, 1, *) E W} 
and not(xi E n- and (xi, 0, *) E W)} 
where is a "don't-care" symbol indicating that the corresponding tuple element 
is igno ed when determining set membership. For each cluster representative C, we 
compu e its distance to 1-l with the following measure 
Dist(C, 7-l) = (1- 2P(w(C) In, £))fl+ lie - all 2 
where O :::; fl :::; 1 is a distance adjustment. Thus, the distance between c and 
a in fe~ture space is adjusted based on the probability that the user's concept is 
w(C). [Therefore, the proposed measure adjusts the distance between the resulting 
hypers~here and the cluster representatives based on an estimate of their conceptual 
I 
similar,ty, which is derived from both the current intra-query and accumulated inter-
query learning. 
As rl reviously shown, the center of a hypersphere (i.e., lSVM) is expressed as an 
expansrn in terms of its corresponding support vector images. The center of a cluster 
representative C E £ is the mean of the centers of all the hyperspheres that have been 
merg1 with C. Therefore, its location in feature space would have to be expressed 
in terrr~s of the support vector images of all of those hyperspheres' centers. However, 
the cotplexity of distance computations scales with the number of support vectors. 
i 
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Thus, this would result in a system that is both considerably slower and not scalable 
since t e memory needed for storing cluster representatives' centers would continually 
increa.st a.s more queries are processed. This fact motivated us to use pre-images for 
approximating the centers of cluster representatives. 
pre-image problem is to find a point x E Rd in input space such that, for 
a give {} E Rd' in feature space, {} = <I>(x). However, since the map <I> into the 
feature! space is nonlinear, this is often impossible (i.e., the pre-image x may not 
exist). Therefore, instead, we can find an approximate pre-image p E Rd such that 
i 
II{} -<I>:(P)ll 2 is minimized [124] (See Figure 4.7). 
• ? 
V • 
Feature Space Input Space 
Figure 14. 7: The pre-image problem is to find a point x in input space such that, for 
a given! point {} in feature space, {} = <I>(x). Not every point in the feature space is 
necess~rily the image of some point in the input space. Therefore, finding an exact 
pre-im1r-ge point is not always possible. 
I 
I 
Tratlitional methods [12, 95] solve this optimization problem by performing itera-
tion an~ gradient descent. The disadvantage of those methods is that the optimization 
procedLe can be expensive and may result in finding a local optimum [124]. The 
basic if ea of the approach presented in [70] is to use distance constraints in the fear 
ture spf1ce to approximate the location of the pre-image. That is, distances between 
I 
{} and its neighbors in feature space are found. Then, the corresponding input-space 
distancbs are computed and used to constraint the location of the pre-image [70] (See 




Feature Space Input Space 
Figure Method for Estimating Location of Pre-Image. The distances between 
{} and neighboring points can be used to constraint the location of the pre-image in 
input space. 
Let dci be the feature space distance between a cluster representative's center c 
and an image Xi, Using the Gaussian kernel K(xi, Xj) = e-llx;-xjll 2 /a2 we solve for the 





A 2 ( dci) dci = -c, log 1 - -
2 
Let { xL x2 , ... , xk} be the k nearest neighbor images to c in feature space. Each 
image t' is represented by a d-dimensional feature vector, x, - [x,1, x,,, ... , x,d]". 
Then, fhe problem is to find the least-squares solution c = [c1 , c2 , ... , cdjT to the 
I 
system l of equations 
I 
After expanding, grouping like terms, and subtracting the k-th equation from the rest 
we obtLn a system of the form Ax= b, where A is a (k-1) by d matrix with row 
vectors[ 
[2(xk1 - xil), 2(xk2 - xi2), ... , 2(xkd - xid)], i = 1, ... , k 
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and b s a ( k-1) by 1 vector with rows 
and x ~
1 
[c1 , c2, ... , cdJT, We then use the singular value decomposition of A to solve 
this least-squares problem. 
Thj merging of clusters (i.e., hyperspheres) is the core of our modified first ap-
proach! It is used to accelerate query processing by considering only a small number 
of clus. er representatives rather than the entire set of hyperspheres. The c-means 
[90] algorithm is one of the simplest and most commonly used clustering algorithms. 
It starts with a random partitioning of patterns to clusters and keeps reassigning 
1 
! 
patterrls to clusters based on their similarity to cluster centers until there is no reas-
signm+t of any pattern from one cluster to another or a convergence criterion is met 
[90]. je use a modified c-means algorithm in which training is done incrementally 
one paltern (i.e., one hypersphere) at a time as successive queries are processed. The 
modifi 
1
d algorithm is summarized in Figure 4.9. The proposed method for merging a 
I 
hypers here with the closest cluster representative is composed of two stages. First, 
move ti e cluster's center in feature space towards the hypersphere's center. Then, 
update the cluster's concept so that it is more similar to the hypersphere's semantics. 
At the ]first stage, a weighted average between the support vector images that make 
I 
up the hypersphere's center and the cluster's pre-image is taken. Then, the pre-image 
of the d1uster center's new location in feature space is computed. At the second stage, 
the u+n between images in 1i and ww<nnc, is taken. Then, the "semantic weight" of 
co-occyrring relevant images is increased. Similarly, the "semantic weight" of images 
with o~posite RF is decreased. For any cluster representative C, only a fixed number 
of imales is kept in W. Thus, when the number of images in W is too large, images 
with lo~est "semantic weight" are deleted. 
I 
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1. Iritialize 1i ={Rf- 0, a f- <I>(x), r f- O} 
2. lor all.cluster representatives CE£, compute Dist(C, 1-l) 
3. let cwmner = argmincE& Dist(C, 1-l) 
4. rorm retrieval set by including 
I (wintra)k nearest neighbor images to a in feature space 
(1 - Wintra)k nearest neighbor images to cwinner in feature space 
5. User marks images as relevant or non-relevant 
Rf-RU {(xi,Yi)}} 
Use R+ to compute lSVM 
I 
6. While more RF iterations Do 
a f- center of resulting lSVM 
r f- radius of resulting lSVM 
go to 2 
7. Jf 1£1 < c, add 1i to £ as a cluster representative 
8. Else 
For all cluster representatives CE£, compute Dist(C, 1-l) 
Set cwinner = argmincE& Dist(C, 1-l) 
Move cwinner towards 1i 
Move C winner towards a 
Update w(Cwinner) towards w(H) 
Figure 4.9: Algorithm of Modified First Approach. 
4.3.2 Overview of Second Approach 
The sef ond approach incorporates inter-query learning into the query modification 
and dihance reweighing framework. For example, a local initial distance metric is 
created that is more informed than the commonly used default of Euclidean distance. 
The sebantic similarity of the current query with a set of past queries is used to 
control the exploitation of inter-query learning from historical data. 





distanc~ reweighing. Then, after each RF iteration, x and w are modified according 
to the I articular query modification and/ or distance reweighing approach (See Figure 
4.10). 
0 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 14.10: Query modification and distance reweighing framework: a) initial (input 
space) location of query x and feature weights w ( the circle indicates an equal weight-
ing of Jvery feature dimension); b) new query location x' and new feature weights w' 
after 1/ iteration of RF; c) new query location x" and feature weights w" after two 
RF itertions. 
Forl example, PFRL [103] (described in Section 4.1) combined with query shift-
ing co1ld be used. PFRL becomes less appealing in situations where all the input 
variabjl~s have the same local relevance and yet retrieval performance might still be 
impro .
1
ed by simple query shifting towards µr = 1i,+ ExEn+ x. A PFRL algorithm 
combiried with query shifting (PFRL+µr) is summarized in Figure 4.11. 
I 
No~e that training data in PFRL+µr (for computing the relative feature relevances 
used t~ determine the k nearest neighbors in the next iteration) consists of all previous 
(cumuitltive) retrieved images. This is an improvement over the original PFRL (as 
presen ed in [103]) where training data consists only of images retrieved at the current 
RF itejation. 
At jhe end of the search session for x, intra-query learning is given by R and by 
the finrl values for X and w. In general, this intra-query learning is lost when the 
search ression is over. We now describe our proposed method for accumulating and 
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I 
1. Initialize w +-- {1/d}d, n +-- 0 
2. Find k nearest neighbor images to x using w 
3. User mar ks the k images 
4. While More RF Iterations Do 
R +--RU {(xi, Yi)}~ 
Update w using PFRL with R 
Compute µr; x +-- µr 
Find k nearest images to x using w 
User marks the k images 
Figure 4.11: PFRL with Query Shifting (PFRL+µr). 
incorp<!)rating inter-query learning into this query modification and distance reweigh-
ing fra! ework. As in the first approach, at the end of the search session for x, we 
use R as training data for a lSVM. Then, we associate the final values for x and 
w wit the resulting region of support (i.e., hypersphere) H in feature space. The 
basic i, ea is that future query images that fall within the same region of support can 
take aJvantage of inter-query learning. Thus, instead of "starting from scratch", the 
previolsly learned final values for x and w can be exploited (See Figure 4.12). 
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Figure 4.12: Basic idea of second approach: a) initial (input space) location Xi and 
feature weights wi for the i-th query image; b) new query location of xi' and new 
feature weights wi' after one iteration of RF; c) new query location xi" and new feature 
weight~ wi" after two RF iterations; d) lSVM is computed based on n+ and {xi", wi"} 
is asso9iated with resulting hypersphere; e) the ( feature space) representation of future 
query Xj falls inside this hypersphere. The lSVM classifies Xj into the same query 







It is common for an image to be ascribed into different concepts by different users 
or to le a combination of different concepts. Therefore, we expect to have overlap-
ping regions of support and thus queries that fall into more than one hypersphere (See 
Figure i4' 13). Thus, in order to identify the regions of support that are most likely to 
contain relevant images, we have to determine semantic similarity between the query 
image's concept (i.e., w(x)) and the concepts associated with the hyperspheres into 
which r(x) falls. By storing the user's RF about each retrieved image on a partic-
ular search session (i.e., R) along with the resulting hypersphere rt, we are able to 
capture the semantics of the retrieval concept associated with 1i (i.e,. w(H)). This 
informition can then be used as a basis for determining semantic similarity. There-
fore, in addition to lSVM parameters, other information is stored in a hypersphere 
descriplor, which is extended as follows 
1i = { x, w, R, a, r} 
I 
where*: is the final (input space) query location, ware the final feature weights, and 
a, and r are the center and radius of the resulting hypersphere respectively. 
I 4.3.2.I Semantic Similarity 
For every query image x, there is a corresponding hypersphere 1i ( obtained by training 
a lSV~ on the user's cumulative RF). Thus, we only need to be able to determine 
semantic similarity between concepts associated with hyperspheres. That is, if <I>(x) 
falls inio more than one hypersphere, we compute the semantic similarity between 
every Jypersphere into which <I>(x) falls and x's own hypersphere. The intuition 
for detrmining semantic similarity between w(rii) and w(rij) is that if images are 
jointly ~abelled as relevant in both Ri and Rj, it is likely that w(Hi) and w(rij) have 
similar semantic content. Also, the larger the number of overlapping relevant images, 
i 




Figure f,13: The (feature space) representation of a query x may fall into more than 
one hypersphere. All the lSVMs into which x falls classify x into their corresponding 
query doncepts. The semantic similarity between x's concept and the concepts of 
those f.erspheres should be approximated in order to decide what previous knowl-
edge tol exploit. 
overlapping images for which there is RF disagreement should also have an important 
negat)e effect on the semantic similarity. We now explain how the semantic similarity 
I 
measure is derived. 
Th, basic idea is based on the observation that semantic similarity between \Ji(7i,) 
and w(ptj) should be based on similarity between their corresponding RF distribu-
tions (ij.e., Ri and Rj). Let X be a random variable with sample space 
(i.e., a event is the labelling of an image as relevant or non-relevant). Let P((xi, Yi) IR) 
be the probability that a user assigns label Yi to Xi when searching for images be-
longin to w(H). Thus, V(xi, Yi) E S, P((xi, Yi) I R) = 1. Let's assume that 
w(Hi) = w(Hj). Then, let Xij be a random variable with sample space 
90 
I 
(i.e., e}nts involving images that appear in both R; and R;) . Similarly, P,; ( ( x;, y;) I 
Ri, Rj is the probability that a user assigns label Yj to Xj when searching for images 
belong ng to w(Hi) = w(1tj)- Thus, Pij((xj, yj) I Ri, Rj) = 1 if Xj E Rt n Rt 
or Xj E R-; n R-;. Otherwise, Pij((xj, yj) I Ri, Rj) = 0.5 if Xj E Rt n R-; or 
Xj E R~ n Rt. We can use the entropy impurity [26] of Xij 's distribution to measure 
the dis1ance between the distributions of Xi and Xj. The entropy impurity ( or just 
entrap!), i(X), ofrandom variable X with sample space Sis defined a.s 
1 i(X) = - L P(x) log2 P(x) 
xES 
where f(x) is the probability of event x. Observe that i(Xij) = IRtnR-;l+IR-;nRtl 
(i.e., nrber of mismatches). Notice that quantifying semantic distance in this way 
makes1·ntuitive sense. As the number of mismatches increases, their corresponding 
event robabilities decrease, entropy (impurity) increases, and support for our initial 
assum tion (i.e., that w(Hi) = w(1tj)) decreases. 
NoJ
1
e that O:::; i(Xij) :::; ISijl· The normalized distance function 
I 
could I e used as a measure of semantic distance between w(1ti) and w(Hj)- For 
convenlence, we convert to the normalized similarity measure 
sim(w(1ti), w(1tj)) = ISijl ~~~(Xij) 
Note tJat -1:::; sim(w(Hi), '1!(1tj)) :::; 1. The reason for rescaling to the range [-1,1] 
is that it allows semantic disagreement to have an effect on the voting scheme that 




similarity. Thus, the semantic similarity between w(Hi) and w(Hj) is defined as 
\Sij\ - 2i(Xij) 
\Sij\ 
\Sij\ - i(Xij) i(Xij) 
---
\Sij I \Sij I 
\Rt n Rtl \Rt n R1I + \R; n Rtl 
\Sij I \Sij I 
Notice that, intuitively, the first and second term in the formula are the maximum 
i 
possibl~ semantic agreement and disagreement respectively. 
4.3.2.2 Query Modification and Distance Reweighing 
Let Z p {Hj };1 be the set of hyperspheres into which <I?(x) falls. In the following, 
we assume that n > 0 and go through the main stages of our proposed method. In 
the cas~ that n = 0, inter-query learning is not exploited. At the beginning of the 
i 
' 
search session, the system does not have any knowledge about the semantics of x (i.e., 
R = 0)j, Nevertheless, we can still identify the set of Hi E Z that are most likely to 
I 
contaitj relevant images. The basic assumption is that if a majority of w(Hi), Hi E Z 
are semantically similar, their concept has a higher density in that particular region of 
the feature space and thus there is more evidence that x belongs to that concept. In 
I 
other ~ords, each Hi E Z classifies x as belonging to w(Hi). Therefore, the semantic 
similar~ty between every (w(Hi), w(Hj)) pair determines the degree to which Hi and 
Hj arel "voting" for the same concept. Thus, the set of Hi E Z whose w(Hi) has 
highest semantic agreement are the most likely to contain relevant images. 
Th~ first stage of the algorithm sets w = { 1 / dH and com put es an n by n "concept 
' 
similadty" matrix Y whose (i, j)-th entry is sim(w(Hi), w(Hj)). Intuitively, 
n 




is the egree by which w('Hj), V'Hj E Z agree with (or are semantically similar to) 
'iI!(rii). Then, x and w are updated as follows 
where 
x - a (t,'ixi) + (1- a)x 
w - a (t,'iwi) + (1- a)w 
n 
,'i max(O, Yi)/ L max(O, Yj) j=l 
n 
a L max(O, Yi)/n2 i=l 
where i and wi are respectively the final query location and feature weights asso-
ciated [ ith hypersphere 7-ii. Thus a adapts based on the density of homogeneous 
semantic concepts. For instance, if there is complete semantic agreement among 
I 
W ( 1-i;) , 17-4 E Z, then 0/ = 1 and inter-query learning is completely exploited by 
setting i 
I 1 n 
I x- -I:xi 
I 
n i=l 
1 n . 
; w--I:w1 
i n i=l 
On thelother hand, when there i.s complete semantic disagreement, 0/ = 0 and inter-
query ll arning is not used. 
Wi,h each RF iteration, R grows. In the second stage, the system uses this 
new information to revise its previous choices. Thus, after each RF iteration, the 
semantic similarity between W(x) and W(7-i,), Vl-4 E Z is determined. Then, based 
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x f- a(~ ,Bix) + (1 - a)xinitial 
w f- a (t,Biwi) + (1- a)winitial 
i=l 
n 
/Ji = max(O, sim(w(H)' w(Hi))) IL max(O, sim(w(H)' w(Hi))) 
i=l 
n 
a= I:max(O, sim(w(H), w(Hi)))/n 
i=l 
l''t'I ''t'I where xm1 m and wm1 m refer to the initial (i.e., before any RF iterations) values of 
x and L respectively. In the third stage, a decreases so that, as the number of RF 
iteratiins increases, we rely more on intra-query learning. Then, intra and inter-query 
learnin~ are combined 
X f- ax+ (1 - a)xintra 
w f- aw+ (1 - a)wintra 
I 
where kintra and wintra are the modified query location and distance weights com-
puted ty the particular query modification and reweighing method (e.g., PFRL+µ,), 
based 1n intra-query learning R. Thus, in this case, a determines the ratio of intra 
to intet-query learning to be used in processing the query. It adapts based on the 
density of homogeneous semantic concepts and the number of RF iterations. The 
second land third stages are repeated after each RF iteration. 
Tht approach can be implemented using PFRL+µ, as the method for the intra-
! 
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query distance reweighing and query modification. This implementation of our ap-
1 
proach (PFRL+µr+ lSVM) is summarized in Figure 4.14. In the Figure, wpfrl refers 
to the :ffeature weights as computed by PFRL. 
I 
1. Initialize w - {1/d}d, n - 0, CY - 1 
2. rorm Z +-- {'l-(}r 
3. [f I Z I = 0 go to 5 
4. Exploit Inter-Query Learning 
j4.1. Compute {1i}1, CY 
'4.2. X +-- CY (~r=l /ixi) + (1 - CY)X 
4.3. W +-- CY (~f=l riwi) + (1 - CY)w 
5. ICompute k nearest images to x using w 
I 
6. User mar ks the k images 
7. IWhile More RF Iterations Do 
17.1. R +--RU {(xi, Yi)}} 
7.2. If IZI = 0 go to 7.4 
7.3. Revise Inter-Query Learning 
7.3.1. Compute {,6i}1, CY 
7.3.2. X +-- CY (~r=l ,6ixi) + (1 - CY)Xinitial 
7.3.3. W +-- CY (~r=l ,6iwi) + (1 - CY)Winitial 
7.4. Compute wpfrl, µr; decrease CY 
7.5. x +-- CYX + (1 - CY)µr 
i 7.6. w +-- CYW + (1 - CY)wpfrl 
17.7. Compute k nearest images to x using w 
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4.3.3 Experimental Results 
In this sJction we present experimental results obtained with the approaches described 
in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. The retrieval performance is measured by precision (1.1) 
and rec Ill (1.2). The following data sets were used for evaluation: 
1. Ti xture - the texture data set , obtained from MIT Media Lab [108] . There are 
40 different texture images that are manually classified into 15 classes. Each 
of those images is then cut into 16 non-overlapping images of size 128x128. 
TJ us, there are 640 images in the database. The images are represented by 
16-dimensional feature vectors. We use 16 Gabor fi lters (2 scales and 4 orien-
ta ions) . Sample images are shown in Figure 4.15. 
2. L tter - the letter data set, obtained from the UCI repository of machine learn-
ing databases [93] . It consists of 20,000 character images, each represented by a 
1 t dimensional feature vector. There are 26 classes of the 2 capital letters "O" 
all "Q" . The images are based on 20 different fonts with randomly distorted 
let ters. Sample images are shown in Figure 4. 16 . 
Figure 4.15: Sample images from Texture data set. 
Becf use the images in the data sets are labelled according to their category, it 
is know111 whether an image in a retrieval set would be labelled as relevant or non-
relevan by a user. To determine the free parameters, a ten-fold cross-validation 
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Figure .16: Sample images from Letter data set. First row contains images of the 
letter " "; images on the second row are of the letter "Q" . 
was pe formed for the Texture and Letter data sets. Each data set was divided into 
ten par itions. Each partition in turn was left out and the other nine were used to 
determ'ne values for the free parameters. The left out partition was then used to test 
the alg rithms. The values reported are the average of the ten tests. We make no 
claim o using optimal values for Letter as the parameters were selected after a very 
coarse ampling. 
In o der to compare the performance of our first method, we have implemented the 
virtual eature (VF) approach [155], and the statistical correlation technique (SC) [75] 
(both d scribed in Section 4.2). Those approaches and our first method exploit inter-
query 1 arning. Their response with respect to different amounts of experience ( data 
level) is investigated. The data level is the amount of accumulated inter-query learning 
(i.e., n mber of queries processed) relative to the number of images in the data set. 
We also compare the performance of our first method against that of traditional intra-
query-1 arning-only RF approaches. For that purpose, we have also implemented the 
probabi istic feature relevance learning (PFRL) [103] method ( described in Section 
4.1). 
Fig res 4.17 and 4.18 show the precision in the initial retrieval set (i.e., with no 
iteratio s of RF) with respect to different data levels. In the Figures, lSVM refers 
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to our , rst method. In order to create the initial retrieval set, a traditional intra-
query-1 arning-only RF approach performs a k nearest neighbor (knn) search. Both 
PFRL require at least one iteration of RF. Thus, for the initial retrieval 
set, th have the same performance as knn. As we can observe from those Figures, 
precisi n in the initial retrieval set can be drastically improved by integrating inter-
query 1 arning. Also, precision keeps improving as the data level increases. This 
results in a reduction on the number of RF iterations that are needed to satisfy a 
query. Thus, from the user's point of view, it is very beneficial since users cannot 
stand t o many RF iterations. On the other hand, if we use solely a knn search, there 
is no g in on the initial retrieval precision along the number of processed queries. 
Fro those Figures, we can also observe that, with low data levels, there may be 
an initi 1 decrease in precision. This is due to the fact that the retrieval set is formed 
based o a fixed ratio of intra to inter-query learning. Both VF and SC use a similar 
concep , the "maximal distance adjustment" and the "semantic weight" respectively, 
which i also based on a fixed weighting of inter-query learning. Intuitively, initially 
we wou d like to rely heavily on current intra-query learning since, at the beginning, 
there i not much historical information. Similarly, we would like to increase the 
exploit tion of inter-query learning as more queries are processed and experience 
accum ates. Thus, we could adaptively change the ratio of intra to inter-query 
so that at the beginning, when there is little historical information, Wintra 
and, as experience accumulates, it becomes increasingly smaller (i.e., we 
e on inter-query learning). We plan to investigate the possibility of using a 
machin learning approach such as artificial neural networks or reinforcement learning 
to have a principled way of exploiting intra and inter-query learning that adapts to the 
current situation. In our approach, the optimal ratio of intra to inter-query learning 
was de ned as the one resulting in highest precision with large data levels and was 
determi ed to be 0.25:0.75. Note that choosing 1:0 as the ratio of intra to inter-query 
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learning is the same as using an intra-query-learning-only lSVM learning approach. 
Thus, o r method outperforms lSVM approaches that do not exploit inter-query 
learning. 
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Figure .17: Retrieval performance in initial retrieval set with first approach and on 
other ethods on Texture data. 
Fig res 4.19 and 4.20 show the precision after one iteration of RF with respect 
to diffe ent data levels. As we can observe from those Figures, precision increases 
after o e RF iteration. The amount of improvement obtained when going from one 
to two RF iterations is much smaller. This is a desirable property since users do 
not wa t to perform many RF iterations. We can also observe that, with at least 
one RF iteration, lSVM and VF have similar performance. On the other hand, our 
approa h can provide improvement in the initial retrieval set. It can also be seen that, 
as the ata level increases, both methods result in a very significant performance 
improv ment over PFRL. On the other hand, with PFRL, there is no gain on the 
retriev 1 precision along the number of processed queries. As a result, the precision 
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Figure .18: Retrieval performance in initial retrieval set with first approach and 
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.19: Retrieval performance after one RF iteration with first approach and 
ethods on Texture data. 
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Figure .20: Retrieval performance after one RF iteration with first approach and 
other m thods on Letter data. 
long-ter information perform better than intra-query-learning-only techniques. 
Figu e 4.21 shows the precision-recall graph of our approach for different data 
levels. oth high recall and high precision is desired, though not often obtainable. 
The val es are the average over 64 random queries from Texture. From that Figure 
we can bserve that increasing the data level has the desirable effect of pulling the 
precisio -recall curve towards the upper right. As a last illustration, Figure 4.22 
shows a particular retrieval result obtained by performing a nearest neighbor search 
in featu e space on a random query from the Texture data set. A retrieval precision of 
0.25 is chieved. This shows the inconsistency between content-based and semantic 
In contrast, Figure 4.23 shows the retrieval results obtained with our 
approac . In this case, a retrieval precision of 0.95 is achieved. This illustrates that 
exploiti g inter-query learning can dramatically help to reduce the semantic gap and 
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Figure .21: Retrieval performance at different data levels with first approach and 
other m thods on Texture data. 
Figure f 22: Retrieval results after performing a nearest neighbor search in feature 
space 011 a random query from the Texture data set. The top leftmost image represents 
t he quei-y image . The images are sorted based on their similarity to the query. The 
ranks dkscend from left to right and from top to bottom. Retrieval precision is 0.25. 
Nex1, we compare the performance of our original approach (i.e., with no merging 
of 1SV1s) against that of the modified approach (i.e., with merging of lSVMs), which 
summarizes inter-query learning. The goal is to determine whether high retrieval per-
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Figure .23: Retrieval results with our method on a random query from the Text'U,re 
database. The top leftmost image represents the query image. The images are sorted 
based o their similarity to the query. The ranks descend from left to right and from 
top to bottom. Retrieval precision is 0.95. 
formanl can still be obtained when summarizing inter-query learning. Figures 4.24 
and 4.25> show the precision of the initial retrieval set with respect to different data 
levels. These Figures also show the performance obtained by running the modified 
approach without using pre-images to approximate cluster representatives's centers 
(i. e., by keeping their full expansions) . Based on those Figures, we can observe that 
the performance loss that results from using pre-images to approximate cluster rep-
resentat,·ve's centers is small. We also make the observation that with the proposed 
cluster- erging approach precision does not degrade with low data levels. It is higher 
on low ata levels and slightly smaller with high levels of dat a . 
In older to evaluate t he performance of our second approach , we have implemented 
it using PFRL combined with query shifting (PFRL+ pr) (described in Section 4.3.2). 
This im~lementation of our approach (PFRL+ pr+ l SVM) is summarized in Figure 
4. 14. In P FRL and P FRL+ pr, all information collected during a search session is lost 
at thee d of the session. We compare the retrieval performance of PFRL, PFRL+ pr , 
and PFRL+ pr+ l SVM. Figures 4.26 and 4.28 show precision in the initial retrieval 
set witJ respect to different data levels. An intra-query-learning-only RF approach 
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Figure .24: Retrieval performance in initial retrieval set with modified first approach 
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Figure .25: Retrieval performance in initial retrieval set with modified first approach 
and oth r methods on Letter data. 
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forms t e initial retrieval set by doing a knn search. The VF approach requires at 
least on RF iteration. Thus, on initial retrieval,VF, PFRL and PFRL+µr have the 
same p rformance as a knn search. Again, as we can observe from those Figures, 
precisio in the initial retrieval set can be drastically improved by exploiting inter-
query 1 arning and keeps improving as the data level increases. This results in a 
reduction on the number of RF iterations that are needed to satisfy a query. Thus, 
from th user's perspective, it is very beneficial since users cannot stand too many 
RF iter tions. 
Figu es 4.27 and 4.29 show precision after one RF iteration with respect to differ-
ent dat levels.· As we can observe, precision increases after one RF iteration. The 
amount of improvement obtained when going from one to two RF iterations is much 
smaller. This is a desired property since users do not want to perform many RF 
iteratio s. We can observe that, with low data levels, there is an initial decrease in 
precisio in both VF and SC. This is due to the fact that those methods use a fixed 
ratio of intra to inter-query learning to form the retrieval set. Our second approach 
is base on an adaptive weighting of inter-query learning and thus, does not suffer 
from th s problem. 
We an learn from these results that the image retrieval performance is constantly 
improv d by the integration of inter-query learning. Furthermore, performance can 
be improved in the initial retrieval set where a traditional intra-query-learning-only 
approac would require at least one iteration of RF to provide some improvement. 
Thus, u er interaction can be reduced by reducing the number of iterations that are 
needed o satisfy a query. 
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Figure .26: Retrieval performance in initial retrieval set with PFRL+µr+ lSVM and 
other m thods on Texture data. 
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Figure .27: Retrieval performance after one RF iteration with PFRL+µr+ lSVM 
and oth r methods on Texture data. 
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Figure .28: Retrieval performance in initial retrieval set with PFRL+µr+ lSVM and 
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Figure .29: Retrieval performance after one RF iteration with PFRL+µr+ lSVM 
and oth r methods on Letter data. 
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Ch pter 5 
Le rning with Region-Based Image 
resent at ions 
In this hapter, we first summarize related work on intra-query learning with region-
based i age representations. Next, we present two novel intra-query learning ap-
for content-based image retrieval (CBIR) with region-based image repre-
s. The first approach, probabilistic region relevance learning (PRRL) [38], 
is based on the observation that regions in an image have unequal importance for 
comput'ng image similarity. It automatically estimates region relevance based on 
user's £ edback. It can be used to set region weights in region-based image retrieval 
framew rks that use an overall image-to-image similarity measure. 
The econd approach, presented in [37], is based on support vector machine (SVM) 
Traditional approaches based on SVM learning require the use of fixed-
length i age representations because SVM kernels represent an inner product in a 
pace that is a non-linear transformation of the input space. However, many 
CBIR ethods that use region-based image representations create a variable-length 
image r presentation and define a similarity measure between two variable-length 
represe tations. Thus, the standard SVM approach cannot be applied because it 
violates the requirements that a SVM places on the kernel. Fortunately, a generalized 
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support vector machine (GSVM) [84] (described in Section 3.1.5) has been developed 
that all ws the use of an arbitrary kernel. We present a learning algorithm based on 
GSVMs. Since a GSVM does not place restrictions on the kernel, any image similarity 
measure can be used. 
Next, we present an intra/inter-query learning approach that addresses the prob-
lem of s mantically-meaningful image segmentation. A large number of image seg-
mentati n techniques have been proposed in the literature. However, most image 
segment tion algorithms create regions that are homogeneous with respect to one 
or more low-level features according to some similarity measure. Unfortunately, ho-
mogene us regions based on low-level features usually do not correspond to mean-
jects. We propose an algorithm based on multiple-instance learning (MIL) 
[25, 85, 7] (described in Section 3.2.1) that exploits both intra and inter-query learn-
ing for utomatically improving the segmentation of images in a database. The main 
advanta e of this approach is that it can automatically refine the segmentation of 
images i to semantically-meaningful objects. 
5.1 Related Work in Intra-Query Learning 
Althoug relevance feedback (RF) learning has been successfully applied to CBIR 
systems that use global image representations, not much research has been conducted 
on RF 1 arning methods for region-based CBIR. 
By r £erring to an image as a bag and a region in the image as an instance, MIL 
has bee applied to image dassification and retrieval [2, 86, 154, 158]. The diverse 
density DD) technique [87] (described in Section 3.2.1) is applied in [86, 154, 158]. 
Basicall , an objective function is used that looks for a feature vector that is close to 
many in tances from different positive bags and far from all instances from negative 
bags. S ch a vector is likely to represent the concept (i.e., object in the image) that 
matches the concept the user has in mind. 
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In [ 6], MIL was applied to the task of learning to recognize a person from a set 
of imag s that are labelled positive if they contain the person and negative otherwise. 
They al o used this model to learn descriptions of natural images (such as a sunsets 
or mou tains) and then used the learned concept to retrieve similar images from 
an ima e database. Their system uses the set of cumulative user-labelled relevant 
and no -relevant images to learn a scene concept which is used to retrieve similar 
images. This is done by using the DD algorithm to find out what regions are in 
commo between the relevant images and the differences between those and the non-
relevant images. The confidence that an image is relevant to the user's query concept 
can be measured by the distance from the ideal point (as computed by the DD 
algorith ) to the closest region in the image. However, not all region features are 
equally 'mportant. Thus, in this approach, the distance measure is not restricted to 
a norm 1 Euclidean distance, but may be defined as a weighted Euclidean distance 
(such a (2.1)) where important features have larger weights. The DD algorithm 
is also apable of determining these weights. However, by introducing weights, the 
number of dimensions over which DD has to be maximized is doubled. 
This method is improved in [154] by allowing a broader range of images. In [154], 
the ima e similarity measure is defined as the correlation coefficient of corresponding 
regions. This similarity measure is further refined by allowing different weights for 
differen locations. In [158], a comparison of performance obtained with the DD and 
EM-DD [157] (described in Section 3.2.1) algorithms when using a wide variety of 
image p ocessing techniques and a broader range of images is presented. 
Bas d on the assumption that important regions should appear more often in 
relevant images than unimportant regions, a RF* I IF (region frequency * inverse 
image f equency) weighting scheme is proposed in [65]. Let D = {xi}f be the set 
of all i ages in the database, x be the query image, {Ri}r be the set of all regions 
d n+ be the set of cumulative relevant retrieved images for x. The region 
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frequen y ( RF) of a region Ri is defined as 
RF(Ri) = L s(Ri, Xj) 
XjE'R+ 
where s Ri, xj) = 1 if at least one region of Xj is similar to Ri and O otherwise. Two 
regions re deemed similar if their LI-distance ( also known as the Manhattan distance 
or city- lock distance) is smaller than a predefined threshold. The inverse frequency 
(II F) o Ri is defined as 
The reg on importance (RI) (i.e., weight) of Ri is then 
Tra itional RF schemes based on SVM learning have been applied to significantly 
improve retrieval performance in CBIR systems that use global image representations 
[18, 56, 156]. Those approaches require the use of fixed-length image representations 
because SVM kernels represent an inner product in a feature space that is a non-
linear t ansformation of the input space. However, many CBIR methods that use 
region-based image representations create a variable-length image representation and 
define a similarity measure between two variable-length representations. Thus, the 
standar SVM approach cannot be applied because it violates the requirements that a 
SVM pl ces on the kernel. To resolve the issue of common SVM kernels not allowing 
variable length representations, a generalization of the Gaussian kernel is introduced 
in [65] 
-d(x,y) 
Kccaussian(x,y) = e~ 
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(5.1) 
where d x, y) is a distance measure in the input space between the two variable-length 
represe tations of images x and y. A particular form of (5.1) in which dis the earth 
mover's distance (EMD) [116] is proposed in [65]. The EMD computes the distance 
between two distributions represented by sets of weighted features. It is the minimal 
cost of hanging one distribution into the other. The cost is defined in terms of a 
user-de ned ground distance that measures the distance between two features. A 
distribu ion can have any number of features. Thus, EMD can operate on variable-
length r presentations of distributions. An image can be seen as a distribution with 
a variable number of regions. The kernel proposed in [65] is 
-EMD(x,y) 
KaEMD(x, y) = e 2""2 
where MD ( x, y) is the EMD distance between the two variable-length representa-
tions of images x and y. In order for EMD to be a true metric, the ground distance 
must be a metric [116]. For example, in [65], the ground distance between two regions 
is set to the Euclidean distance. Therefore, this approach does not allow for arbitrary 
image s'milarity measures. 
5.2 Probabilistic Region Relevance Learning 
A key f ctor in region-based CBIR approaches that consider all the regions to per-
form an overall image-to-image similarity is the weighting of regions. The weight 
that is signed to each region for determining similarity is usually based on prior 
assump ions such as that larger regions, or regions that are close to the center of the 
image, s ould have larger weights. For example, in integrated region matching (IRM) 
[75] (de cribed in Section 2.3), an area percentage scheme, which is based on the as-
sumptio that important objects in an image tend to occupy larger areas, is used to 
assign eights to regions. The location of a region is also taken into consideration. 
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ple, higher weights are assigned to regions in the center of an image than 
around boundaries. These region weighting heuristics are often inconsistent 
with h man perception. For instance, a facial region may be the most important 
when t e user is looking for images of people while other larger regions such as the 
backgro nd may be much less relevant. 
Bas d on the observation that regions in an image have unequal importance for 
comput ng image similarity (See Figure 5.1), we propose a probabilistic method in-
spired probabilistic feature relevance learning (PFRL) [103] ( described in Section 
4.1), pr babilistic region relevance learning (PRRL), for automatically capturing re-
gion rel vance based on user's feedback. PRRL can be used to set region weights in 
region- ased image retrieval frameworks that use an overall image-to-image similarity 
measur . 
5.2.1 Region Relevance Measure 
Inspire by PFRL, we learn the differential region relevance by estimating the strength 
egion in predicting the class of a given query. Given a query image x. Let 
resented by a set of regions {Ri}1, where Ri =:= { ri} is the descriptor of the 
i-th reg on and ri E ~d is a feature vector extracted from the i-th region. Let the 
class la el y E {1, O} at x (i.e., relevant or non-relevant) be treated as a random 
variable from a distribution with the probabilities {Pr(l I x), Pr(O I x)}. Consider 
the fun tion f of n arguments 





Figure .:D. l: Regions are unequal in their differential relevance for computing similar-
ity. GiJen that the user is looking for images of people, region R 1 may be the most 
import~~t , perhaps followed by R 2 and R 3 . Thus, the neighborhood of the similar-
ity mett ic should be elongated along the direction of R 1 and constri cted along the 
directioI of R 3 . 
In the bsence of any argument assignments , the least-squares estimate for f (x ) is 
simply ~ts expected (average) value 
E[f] = j f(x)p(x)dx 
where p x) is the joint probability density. Now, suppose that we know the value of 
x at a articular ri. The least-squares estimate becomes 
E [f I r i] = j f (x )p(x I ri )dx 
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where p(x I ri) is the conditional density of the other regions. Because f(x) = 1 (i.e., 
the que y image is always relevant), (J(x) - 0) is the maximum error that can be 
en assigning O to the probability that x is relevant when the probability is in 
fact 1. n the other hand, (J(x) - E[f I ri]) is the error that is made by predicting 
E[f I ri to be the probability that xis relevant. Therefore, 
[(J(x) - 0) - (J(x) - E[f I ri])] = E[f I ri] 
represe ts a reduction in error between the two predictions. Therefore, a measure of 
the rele ance of the i-th region for x can be defined as 
(5.2) 
Thus ri x) = 0 when f(x) is independent of ri (at x) and ri(x) = 1 when f(x) 
depend only on ri (at x). Values in between these extremes indicate varying degrees 
of relev nee for ri. Also, it can be viewed as a measure of local relevance in the sense 
that its value depends on the particular x at which it is evaluated [31]. We can then 
use a w ighted similarity measure where the weight of the i-th region is given by 
eari(x) 
Wi = _"_n __ a_r--,-· (x--,-) 
L.Jj=l e J 
(5.3) 
where a is a parameter that can be chosen to maximize (minimize) the influence of 
5.2.2 Estimation of Region Relevance 
Similarl to PFRL for estimating feature relevance, we use the retrieved images with 
RF to stimate region relevance. Let R = { (xj, Yi)}f be the set of cumulative 
retrieva s for x, where Xj is the j-th retrieved image and Yi E {1, O} is its class label 
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(i.e., rel vant or non-relevant). Let Xj be represented by a set of regions {R)i where 
RJ = { Dis the descriptor of the j-th region and rJ E ~dis a feature vector extracted 
from th j-th region. Let O :S s(ri, rj) :S 1 denote the similarity between ri from x 
and rJ f om Xj in a region-based CBIR system. Also, let 
We can use R to estimate (5.2), hence (5.3). Note that E[f I ri] = E[y I ri]. Thus, 
(5.2) ca be estimated by 
A [ I ] Lj=l Y1l(s(ri, Xj) == 1) E y ri = ~-m--. A------
Lj=l l(s(ri, Xj) == 1) 
where 1 ·) returns 1 if its argument is true, and O otherwise. However, (5.2) cannot 
be dire tly estimated in this manner since there may be no (or at most a few) rJ 
such th t s(ri, rj) = 1 (i.e., no rJ such that ri = rj). Therefore, instead, we follow 
an stra egy suggested in [31] and look for data in the vicinity of ri (i.e., we allow 
s(ri, rj) < 1). Thus, (5.2) is estimated by 
(5.4) 
where O :S c :S 1 is an adaptive similarity threshold that changes so that there is 
sufficien data for the estimation of (5.2). The value of c is chosen so that 
m 
L l(s(ri, Xj) > c) = g 
j=l 
where g :Sm. The PRRL algorithm is summarized in Figure 5.2. 
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1. nitialize region weights, R +-- 0 
2. etrieve the k most similar images to query image x 
3. hile More RF Iterations Do 
(a) User marks the k images as relevant or non-relevant 
(b) R +-- R U {xj, YJ)}~ 
(c) Update weights of regions in x with (5.4) and (5.3) using R 
( d) Retrieve the k most similar images to x 
Fi ure 5.2: The probabilistic region relevance learning (PRRL) algorithm. 
5.2.3 Experimental Results 
ection we present experimental results obtained with PRRL. The retrieval 
perfor ance is measured by precision (1.1) and recall (1.2). The following data set 
was use for evaluation: 
1. C rel - A subset of 2000 labelled images from the general purpose COREL image 
d tabase. There are 20 image categories, each containing 100 pictures. The 
re ion-based feature vectors of those images are obtained with the IRM/UFM 
se mentation algorithm described in Section 2.3 1 . Sample images are shown in 
We ested the performance of unified feature matching (UFM) [17] ( described in 
Section 2.3), UFM with PRRL (UFM+PRRL), and UFM with the RF*IIF method 
[65] (de cribed in Section 5.1) (UFM+RFIIF). Every image is used as a query image. 
A unifo m weighting scheme is used to set the region weights of each query and 
target i ages. For UFM+PRRL, and UFM+RFIIF, user's feedback was simulated 
by carr ing out 3 RF iterations for each query. Because the images in the data set 
are labeled according to their category, it is known whether an image in a retrieval 
set woul be labelled as relevant or non-relevant by a user. 
1 We w uld like to thank Yixin Chen for providing us with this data 
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Figure 5.3: Sample images from Corel data set. 
The average precision of the 2000 queries with respect to different number of RF 
iteratiof is shown in F igure 5.4. The size of the ret rieval set is 20. Figures 5.5 
through 5.8 show the precision recall curves after each RF iterat ion. We can observe 
tha t UF il+ PRRL has the best performance. It can be seen that , even after only 1 RF 
iteratio , the region weights learned by PRRL result in a very significant performance 
improvem nt . 
Figu e 5.9 shows the retrieval results obtained on a random query image. It 
is diffic lt to make objective comparisons with other region-based image retrieval 
systems such as Netra [81 J or Blobworld [15] which require addit ional information 
from th user (i .e., important regions and/ or features) during the retrieval process. 
CurJently, PRRL only performs intra-query learning. T hat is, for each given query, 
t he user s feedback is used to learn the relevance of the regions in the query and the 
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Figure .4: Retrieval performance at different number of RF iterations with PRRL 
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Retrieval performance in initial retrieval set with PRRL and other meth-
orel data. 
to expl it inter-query learning to enhance the retrieval performance of future queries. 
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Figure .6: Retrieval performance after one RF iteration with PRRL and other meth-
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Figure . 7: Retrieval performance after two RF iterations with PRRL and other 
method on Corel data. 
could e ploit the previously learned region importances of similar queries. This would 
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Figure .8: Retrieval performance after three RF iterations with PRRL and other 
method on Corel data. 
weighti g or some other weighting heuristic, we could make a more informed initial 
estimat of the relevance of regions in the new query. We plan to investigate the 
possibil ty of incorporating inter-query learning into the PRRL framework as part of 
our fut re work. 
5.3 Intra-Query Learning with Generalized Sup-
port Vector Machines 
Several RF schemes based on SVM learning [18, 56, 156] have been applied to signif-
icantly ·mprove retrieval performance in CBIR systems that use fixed-length global 
image r presentations. In [18], relevant images are used to estimate the distribution 
of targe images by fitting a tight hypersphere in the non-linearly transformed feature 
space. n [156], the problem is regarded as a two-class classification problem and a 
maxim m margin hyperplane in the non-linearly transformed feature space is used 
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i . 
Initial Retri eval Set with UFM, prec ision = 0.3 
. -,. 
Retri eval Set with UFM+PRRL after 2 RF iterati ons, preci sion = 0.75 
Figure ,f-9: Retrieval results on random query image (top leftmost). The images are 
sorted f ased on their similari ty to the query image. The ranks descend from left to 
right a1 d from top to bottom. 
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to separate relevant images from non-relevant images. Other approaches, such as 
[54, 1611], have provided improved approaches for uti lizing kernel methods and SVMs 
In ontrast to traditional methods, which use fixed- length global image repre-
sentati ns , region-based approaches segment an image into a set of regions and use 
variabl -length image representations. Thus, since a kernel corresponds to an inner 
produc in a feature space that is a non-linear transformation of the input space, how 
to use VMs with variable- length vectors is less obvious. Note that a kernel (i.e., 
an innel product) can be seen as similarity measure. However , not every similarity 
measur corresponds to an inner product in some feature space. Thus, if we were to 
use an rbitrary similarity measure between variable-length vectors as a kernel, the 
require ents that a SVM places on the kernel (i.e., the Mercer condi t ions [92])) may 
be viol ted. As a result , there would be no guarantees on the validity or optimali ty 







.10: SVM decision boundaries for the classical exclusive-OR (XOR) problem 
) a (valid) positive definite kernel K (x i, Xj ) = (x? Xj + 1)3 ; b) an (invalid) 
definite kernel K (xi, Xj ) = ( - x? Xj - 1) 3 . The decision boundaries were 
with the libsvm package [16]. 
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Fortunately, a GSVM [84] ( described in Section 3.1.5) allows the use of an arbitrary 
kernel nd it can lead to a decision function that is as satisfactory as that of a 
convent'onal SVM. Because GSVM does not place restrictions on the kernel, any 
similari y measure (i.e., not necessarily an inner product one) can be used. 
We ow describe our GSVM-based learning approach. Let an image x be rep-
resente by a set of regions {RiH', where ni = {ri} is the descriptor of the i-th 
region nd ri E ~d is a feature vector extracted from the i-th region. Let S(xi, Xj) 
be an a bitrary similarity measure between two images. During the RF process for a 
particu ar query image, the user marks each retrieved image Xi as relevant (Yi = 1) 
or non- elevant (Yi= 0). We use the set of cumulative retrievals R = {(xi, Yi)}'f as 
trainin data in (3.6). Set K(xi, xj) = S(xi, Xj) and let 
That is Sx; is the vector of similarities of Xi to all training images. Then, the (i,j)-
th entr of matrix A in (3.6) is Sx; · SxJ (i.e., the dot product of Sx; and sxJ The 
equival nt (non-matrix) notation for (3.6) is then as follows 
m 
s.t. I:C~iYi = 0 
i=l 
Let Kn(xi, Xj) = Sx; · SxJ (i.e., identity kernel over this new representation). Note 
that t e above optimization problem is that of a standard SVM with an identity 
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kernel c ver this new representation 
(5.5) 
m 
s.t. 2::>~iYi = 0 
i=l 
Thus, by representing each image as a vector of its similarity (as given by the 
arbitra1y region-based similarity measure S) to all training images, we can use an 
ordinarv SVM. The proposed learning algorithm is summarized in Figure 5.11. 
1. letrieve the k most similar images to query image x 
2. While More RF Iterations Do 
(a) User marks the k images as relevant or non-relevant 
(b) R +---RU {(xj,Yj)}~ 
(c) Compute standard SVM by solving (5.5) on trai~ing data n 
(d) Compute the score f(x) of each database image x using resulting SVM 
decision function f(x) = z:=i;:;i owiKn(x, xi) + b 
( e) Retrieve the k highest-score database images 
Figure 5.11: GSVM-based RF Learning Algorithm. 
5.3.1 Experimental Results 
In this section we present experimental results obtained with the proposed GSVM-
based li arning approach. The retrieval performance is measured by precision (1.1) and 
recall ( .2). The Corel data set ( described in Section 5.2.3) was used for evaluation. 
We 1cested the performance of UFM, UFM with the proposed GSVM-based learn-
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ing me hod (UFM +GSVM), UFM with PRRL (UFM + PRRL), UFM with RFIIF 
(UFM RFIIF), IRM, IRM with the proposed GSVM-based learning approach (IRM+GSVM), 
EMD, nd GEMD (the method that uses a generalized Gaussian kernel with EMD 
describ d in Section 5.1). Every image is used as a query image. The size of the re-
trieval et is 20. A uniform weighting scheme is used to set the region weights of each 
query d target images. For UFM+GSVM, UFM+PRRL, UFM+RFIIF, GEMD, 
+GSVM, user's feedback was simulated by carrying out 3 RF iterations for 
each q ery. Because the images in the data set are labelled according to their cate-
gory, it is known whether an image in the retrieval set would be labelled as relevant 
or non- elevant by the user. After each RF iteration in UFM+GSVM, GEMD, and 
IRM + SVM, the set of labelled cumulative retrieved images is used as training data 
M and the resulting decision function is used to rank database images. We 
libsvm [16] package for computing the SVM. Similarly, the set of cumulative 
images is used as training data in UFM + PRRL and UFM + RFIIF. 
The average precision of the 2000 queries with respect to different number of RF 
iteratio sis shown in Figure 5.12. Figures 5.13 through 5.16 show the precision re-
call cur es after each RF iteration. We can observe that UFM +GSVM has the best 
perfor ance. Also, both UFM+GSVM and IRM+GSVM continue to have a signif-
icant i provement in performance after the first RF iteration. The initial decrease 
in perf rmance with IRM +GSVM may be due to the initial lack of relevant training 
data b cause of the low initial retrieval precision of IRM. 
The experimental results on general-purpose images show convincingly the efficacy 
of the p oposed method in improving image retrieval performance. Currently, for each 
query, he user's RF is used as training data and the learning process starts from 
ground up for each new query. However, it is also possible to exploit the long term 
learnin accumulated over the course of many query sessions. This would be very 
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Figure .12: Retrieval performance at different number of RF iterations with the 
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Figure .13: Retrieval performance in initial retrieval set with the proposed GSVM-
based pproach and other methods on Corel data. 
only on the similarity measure, we could make a more informed initial estimate of the 
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Figure .14: Retrieval performance after one RF iteration with the proposed GSVM-
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Figure .15: Retrieval performance after two RF iterations with the proposed GSVM-
based pproach and other methods on Corel data. 
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Figure 5.16: Retrieval performance after three RF iterations with the proposed 
GSVM-based approach and other methods on Corel data. 
5.4 Improving Image Segmentation 
A large number of image segmentation techniques have been proposed in the liter-
ature. owever, semantically meaningful image segmentation still remains an open 
and di cult problem. This is mainly due to the fact that most image segmentation 
algorit ms create regions that are homogeneous with respect to one or more low-level 
feature . Unfortunately, homogeneous regions based on low-level features usually do 
not cor espond to meaningful objects. Because what an object is ultimately depends 
on high level human knowledge, it is very difficult to design segmentation algorithms 
that ca extract semantic objects from images. To the best of our knowledge, no ap-
proach has been proposed that exploits intra/inter-query learning for automatically 
improv ng image segmentation. We propose an algorithm that exploits both intra 
and int r-query learning for automatically improving the segmentation of images in 
We assume the existence of a region-based CBIR system with a set of database 
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images that have been segmented. Thus, there is an initial segmentation of the 
images in the database. Then, through the use of intra and inter-query learning, 
this ini ial segmentation (and subsequent ones) is improved. We use a generic and 
simple lustering-based image segmentation algorithm based on k-means clustering. 
Becaus the focus of our approach is on improving an initial segmentation through 
the use of intra and inter-query learning, this algorithm (which produces a "not so 
good" egmentation) serves our purpose. The major advantage of this segmentation 
proced re is its low computational cost. 
The segmentation algorithm is shown in Figure 5.17. To segment an image, it is 
first pa titioned into blocks of nxn pixels. Then, a feature vector b E ~d is extracted 
from e ch block. The k-means algorithm is used to cluster the set of feature vectors 
into se eral classes with every class corresponding to a region in the segmented image. 
Each cl ster is represented by cluster center c E ~d and a weight vector w E ~d. The 
weight ector specifies the weight/importance of each feature dimension in a cluster. 
This a rees with our intuition that the weight/importance of each feature may be 
differen in each image region. We assume the use of a weighted distance measure 
distw( , c) that can be used for classifying blocks into clusters. In order to determine 
ber of clusters k to use, the segmentation algorithm is run with increasing 
values f k up to a maximum number maxk, For each value of k, after running the 
segmen ation algorithm, a clustering validity measure is used to asses the goodness 
of the esulting clustering. For example, the Xie-Bene (XB) validity measure [153] 
could be used. It is a measure of the compactness-to-separation ratio and is defined 
as 
where min is the smallest distance between two cluster centers (i.e., separation), 
and CJ'i ·s the sum of variances for the i-th cluster (i.e., compactness). Thus, a smaller 
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value oJ X B indicates a better clustering. 
1. 0artition the image into blocks of nxn pixels 
2. l8xtract feature vector b E Rd from each block 
3. nitialize number of clusters k +- 2 
4. ] nitialize center c E Rd and feature weights w E Rd of each cluster 
5. 'WHILE (k < maxk) 
REPEAT 
Compute distw(b, c) for each b and each cluster center c 
Classify each block according to nearest cluster center 
Recompute each center c as average of all blocks assigned to cluster 
UNTIL no change in cluster centers 
Compute clustering validity measure for k 
k+-k+l 
6. ~ND WHILE 
7. Output best clustering according to clustering validity measure 
Figure 5.17: Simple Segmentation Algorithm. 
The learning framework that we use in our approach is multiple-instance learning 
(MIL) [25, 85, 87] (described in Section 3.2.1). We view a segmented image as a bag 
consisting of a collection of instances (i.e., regions). For a given query, we assume 
that the user's decision to label an image in the retrieval set as relevant is based 
on the presence of at least one particular object in the image. Similarly, a user 
labels f n image as non-relevant if none of the objects in the image correlate with 
the usetr's concept. At the end of the query session, given the set of cumulative 
user-lal elled images (i.e., intra-query learning), we use MIL to find commonalities 
among the relevant images that do not appear in the non-relevant images. Such 
common.alities can be captured by the DD function. Intuitively, the larger the DD 
value a~ a point (t,w'), the more likely that image regions whose center c is close to 
t (mearnred by distw,(c, t)) appear in relevant images. Thus, if DD(t, w') is large, 
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t is th prototypical feature vector of a region that is common among the relevant 
images and uncommon among the non-relevant images. Also, w' gives the relative 
import nee of the different features in discriminating that particular region. This 
inform tion can be used to improve the segmentation of the relevant images. For 
exampl , in the simple segmentation algorithm described in Figure 5.17, we could 
make a more informed decision on the initialization of (one or more) (c,w) pairs. 
The (p ssibly improved) segmentation of those images can then be stored in the 
databa e so that future queries can benefit from it (i.e, inter-query learning). That 
is, bett r segmentations will result in both future better retrieval performance and 
future 'mproved updating of image segmentations. This basic idea is illustrated in 
.18. 
function may have multiple local maxima (See Figure 5.19). A low 
value f r DD(t, w') means that this point is not particularly useful in discriminating 
relevant and non-relevant images. Thus, points with low DD value are not 
We can use a threshold to discriminate between points. Thus, only points 
D value is above the threshold are considered for further exploitation (See 
.20). 
As gmented image x consists of a set of regions, with each region represented by 
a (c, ) pair. Given the set of cumulative retrieved images R = {(xi,yi)}f, where 
Yi E {1 O} is the class label (i.e., relevant or non-relevant). Let n+ = {xi I (xi, 1) E 
R}. 
The first step in our approach is to start an optimization of the DD function at the 
(c,w) o each region from every x En+ and find the corresponding maximizer (t,w'). 
Let T e the set of all such maximizers. Thus, we follow the heuristic applied in [87] 
to sear h for maxima of the DD function. That is, start an optimization of the DD 
functio at each instance from every positive bag. Since, according to the definition 










Figure .18: Basic idea of MIL-based approach: a) set of images in a database along 
with th ir initial segmentations/region-based representations; b) query image and cor-
respon ing retrieval set; c) MIL is performed on set of user-labelled relevant images to 
improv and update the segmentation/region-based representation of those images in 
the <lat base; d) query image and corresponding retrieval set; e) MIL is performed on 
set of u er-labelled relevant images to improve and update the segmentation/region-
based r presentation of those images in the database. 
positiv bags, each maximum DD point is likely to be close to one or more instances 
from p sitive bags. The optimization can be solved by Powell's method [109]. 
The next step is to determine which maximizers in T are useful and thus we want 
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Figure 5.19: The space defined by the DD function may have multiple maximizers. 
Figure .20: A threshold can be used to discriminate between useful and not-useful 
max11111 ers of the DD function. 
to keep (See Figure 5.20) . For example, we could use an adaptive threshold which is 
equal t t he average of the maximum and minimum DD value of all the maximizers . 
Thus, fte r this fil tering step , maximizers with low DD value have been removed from 
T . In rder to avoid having maximizers that are duplicates (or slight variations) of 
one an t her , for every pair of maximizers in T that are very similar , we can remove 
the one with lowest DD value from T. 
Nex , based on T , we consider possible updates to t he segmentation of each x E 
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n +. Tiat is, instead of completely re-segmenting an image, we consider possible 
changes that could improve the existing segmentat ion. This is desirable because an 
image 1 ay be relevant under different query concepts. For example, the image in 
Figure .21 is relevant under both the "balloons" and the "cars" query concepts. 
Thus, tie segmentation of the "balloons" obj ect(s) in the image can be improved at 
the end of a query session for which the user's concept was "balloons" . Similarly, the 
segmen ation of the "cars" object(s) in the image can be improved at the end of a 
query S!Pssion for which the user 's concept was "cars" (See Figure 5.18). 
Figure f .21: An example of an image that is relevant under different user's concepts 
(e.g., "l:balloons", and "cars") . 
Therefore, for each x E R+, the segmentation of only those regions/objects in x 
that resulted in the user labelling x as relevant is considered for updating. Thus, we 
first haf e to determine the mapping between maximizers in T and regions in x. This 
could be done by computing the distance from every maximizer (t , w' ) E T to the 
( c , w ) f every region in x. If the distance is smaller than some threshold , we say 
that (t , w') maps to (c , w ) (i. e., (t , w') is a "prototype" of that region) (See Figure 
I 
5.22). 
The proposed updates to the segmentation of x vary according to the type of 
mappi9g between maximizers in T and regions in x. The fo llowing are the different 
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Figure 5.22: Regions in the segmented image can be associated with the closest 
maximyer of the DD function. 
types d· possible mappings along with their corresponding proposed segmentation 
update: 
1. A maximizer (t , w') E T does not map to the (c , w ) of any region in x. Intu-
itively, this means that the important/common region whose prototype is given 
b1 ( t , w') either does not appear as an independent region in the segmentation 
o~ x or does not appear in x at all. The proposed change is to add ( t , w') 
J a new cluster center (See Figure 5.23). Then, after re-clustering all the b 
in x , we can determine the validity of the proposed change. For instance, if 
I 
a ter re-clustering, the value of the newly inserted cluster center is far from its 
o iginal value of ( t , w') or only a few ( or none) of the b have been assigned 
to the new cluster, we may conclude that x in fact does not contain that im-
pLtant / common region. In such case, the proposed change can be undone 
sih1ply by removing the newly inserted cluster center and keeping the original 
s gmentation. 
2. A maximizer (t , w') E T maps to the (c, w ) of exactly one region in x (See 
Figures 5.24 and 5.25). Intuitively, this means that the important/common 
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re ion whose prototype is given by (t, w') does appear as an independent region 
in the segmentation of x. However, since ( t, w') is a prototype for such region, 
t e segmentation of that region in x may still be improved by moving (c, w) 
to ards (t, w') (and re-clustering). We assume that this is always a good update 
t the segmentation of x. 
3. A maximizer (t, w') ET maps to the (c, w) of more than one region in x (See 
F'gures 5.26 and 5.27). Intuitively, this means that the important/common 
re ion whose prototype is given by (t, w') appears as more than one independent 
ions in the segmentation of x. The proposed change is to merge those regions 
removing the ( c, w) of each and adding a new ( c, w) that is the average of 
t e all the ( c, w) that were removed. Then, after re-clustering all the b in x, 
w can determine the validity of the proposed change. 
4. ore than one maximizer (t, w') ET maps to the (c, w) of one or more regions 
x (See Figures 5.28 and 5.29). Intuitively, if more than one maximizer maps 
the (c, w) of exactly one region in x, this means that the important/common 
r gions whose prototype are given by the maximizers appear as a single region 
i the segmentation of x. The proposed change is to split that region in x by 
r moving its corresponding ( c, w) and adding the maximizers. Then, after re-
el stering all the bin x, we can determine the validity of the proposed change. 
H wever, if more than one maximizer maps to the ( c, w) of more than one 
r gion in x, there is no intuitive update to the segmentation of x (i.e., both a 
erge and a split operation would have to be done at the same time). This case 
s ould not occur very often. We do not make any update to the segmentation 
Aft r all mappings between maximizers in T and regions in x are obtained, the 
propos d updates to the segmentation of x are carried out all at once. Then, after 
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Figure 5.23: Sample of under-segmentation: a) an important object (i. e., the balloon) 
does nor appear as an independent region in the original image segmentation; b) the 
import~nt object appears as an independent region after adding a new cluster with 
(t , w' ) ~hat is prototypical of the important object , and re-clustering. 
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Figure .24: There is a one-to-one mapping between a maximizer and a region. The 
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(b) 
Figure ;fi.25 : Sample of poor segmentation: a) an important obj ect (i.e., the balloon) 
is not rell segmented in the original image segmentation; b) the segmentation of 
the im~ortant object improves after moving the corresponding ( c , w ) towards t he 
prototypical (t , w') of the important object , and re-clustering. 
One-to-Many Relattonship 
Figure r.26: There is a one-to-many mapping between a maximizer and more t han 
one regfon classifiers . The proposed change is to merge the regions by removing their 
( c , w) ~nd adding the maximizer as the cluster prototype of a new region. 
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Figure f .27: Sample of over-segmentation: a) an important object (i. e., the balloon) 
appear~ as more than one independent regions in the original image segmentation; b) 
the segljllentation of the important object improves after merging the corresponding 
(c , w) ~y removing them , adding the prototypical (t , w') of the important object, and 
re-clustering. 
re-clustrl ring all the b in x , the updates are evaluated in an incremental fashion and , 
if neces ary, undone. Figure 5.30 shows the proposed algorithm for improving image 
segmen ation . 
The description of the proposed approach is very generic since there are still many 
import nt open questions that need to be addressed. For instance, informed ways 
of dete mining the thresholds that are used are needed . vVe will develop an specific 
implem ntation of this approach as part of our fu ture work. 
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Figure 5.28: There is a many-to-many mapping between more than one maximizer 
and th~ ( c , w) of at least one region . If the maximizers map to just one region , 
the proposed change is to spli t the region by removing its (c , w) and adding the 
prototypical maximizers as new regions. 
-- J\ ~---
(nl 
Figurei .29 : Sample of under-segmentation: a) important objects (i.e., the ba lloon 
and th cloud) appear as a single region in the original image segmentation; b) the 
segmen ation of the important objects improves after splitting them by removing 
the ( c , F) of their original single region , adding the prototypical maximizers of the 
import~nt object, and re-clustering. 
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1. ~,_ is set of maximizers of the DD function. Initialize T +-- 0 
2. J"O R ( every ( c, w) of each region from every x E R +) 
Find maximizer (t, w') of DD function from starting point (c, w) 
T+--TU(t,w') 
3. : Lemove duplicated maximizers and maximizers with low DD value from T 
4. Jt''OR (every x En+) 
FOR ( every maximizer ( t, w') in T) 
FOR ( each ( c, w) from every region in x) 
Compute distw,(t, c) 
Tci-null) is set of maximizers in T that do not map to any region in x 
Tci-i) is set of maximizers in T with one-to-one mappings 
Tci-M) is set of maximizers in T with one-to-many mappings 
TcM-l) is set of maximizers in T with many-to-one mappings 
FOR (every maximizer (t, w') in Tci-i)) 
UPDATE corresponding (c, w) by moving it towards (t, w') 
FOR (every maximizer (t, w') in Tc1-nuzz)) 
ADD (t, w') as a new cluster prototype to segmentation of x 
FOR (every maximizer (t, w') in Tc1-M)) 
MERGE corresponding regions in x 
FOR (every maximizer (t, w') in TcM-1)) 
SPLIT corresponding region in x 
REPEAT 
FOR (every bin x) 
Compute distw(b, c) for the (c, w) of every region in x and classify b 
FOR (every maximizer (t, w') E Tc1-null)) 
IF ADD not valid, UNDO and remove (t, w') from Tc1-null) 
FOR (every maximizer (t, w') in Tc1-M)) 
IF MERGE not valid, UNDO and remove (t, w') from Tc1-M) 
FOR (every maximizer (t, w') in TcM-1)) 
IF SPLIT not valid, UNDO and remove (t, w') from TcM-1) 
UNTIL (no change to segmentation of x) 
Figure 5.30: Algorithm for MIL-based Segmentation. 
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Ch pter 6 
Ot er Image Representations 
The man idea of content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is to search on images directly. 
That is instead of searching based on assigned keywords, we search visual content 
directly However, we still need to use a set of features to represent visual content. 
In this hapter, we present an initial investigation into what we believe is the logical 
continu tion of the CBIR idea of searching visual content directly. It is based on the 
observa ion that, since ultimately, the entire visual content of an image is encoded into 
its raw ata (i.e., the raw pixel values), in theory, it should be possible to determine 
image similarity based on the raw data alone. That is, everything that we need to 
know r garding the visual content of the image is in the raw data itself. Humans 
are ver good at looking at an image (i.e., the raw data) and extracting all the 
import nt features from it. Thus, all the important features are "hidden" in the raw 
data so ewhere. The problem of feature extraction is just that we do not entirely 
know y t how (we, humans) "find" them. Thus, instead of attempting to determine 
image imilarity based on a small set of (probably incomplete) set of features, why 
not ha e a similarity measure that is based on the raw data itself (since everything 
is in th raw data). We present an initial investigation, conducted in [41], into an 
image issimilarity measure following from the theoretical foundation of the recently 
propos d normalized information distance (NID) [74]. A very crude approximation 
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of the olmogorov complexity of an image is created by compression. Using this 
approxi ation, we can calculate the NID between images and use it as a metric 
. The compression-based approximation to Kolmogorov complexity, though 
very ro gh, is shown to be valid by proving that it creates a statistically significant 
dissimil rity measure by testing it against a null hypothesis of random retrieval. 
Althou h the approximations used in this initial investigation may not currently be 
practic 1 for CBIR, the results are encouraging that additional research into methods 
guided y the NID approach may be fruitful. 
6.1 Image Similarity with Normalized Information 
Distance 
We att mpt to bypass the feature selection step (and the distance metric in the 
corresp nding feature space) by taking the normalized information distance (NID) 
[74] ap roach. The NID approach is based on the notion of Kolmogorov complexity 
[68, 77]. The information distance between two strings a and bis the complexity of the 
transfo mations of a into b and b into a. The information distance is normalized by the 
individ al complexities of a and b. In theory, the complexity of a is measured by the 
length f the shortest program that can compute a from scratch. The complexity of 
the tra sformation of a into bis the length of the shortest program that can compute 
b given a as an auxiliary input. 
Kol ogorov complexity is not computable, but it has been used as the founda-
tion for the minimum description length (MDL) principle [26, 112] and the minimum 
messag length (MML) principle [145]. In [74], NID was successfully applied to the 
proble s of determining whole mitochondrial genome phylogenies and classifying nat-
guages when using a compression-based approximation of complexity. It has 
also be n shown to be applicable to chain letters [8]. 
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6.1.1 The Normalized Information Distance 
The NI presented in [74] is based on the incomputable notion of Kolmogorov com-
plexity. The Kolmogorov complexity of a string x, K(x), is defined as the length of 
the shortest effective binary description of x. Broadly speaking, K(x) may be thought 
length of the shortest program that, when run with no input, outputs x. It 
shown that, although there are many universal Turing machines (and thus 
many p ssible shortest programs), the corresponding complexities differ by at most 
an addi ive constant [33]. Thus, K(x) is the smallest amount of information that is 
needed y an algorithm to generate x. Let x* be the smallest program that generates 
, K(x) = lx*I. Similarly, the conditional Kolmogorov complexity of x relative 
er string y, K(x I y), is the length of the shortest program that, when run 
ut y, outputs x. Also, K(x, y) is the length of the smallest program that 
generat s x and y along with a description of how to tell them apart. The theory and 
ent of the notion of Kolmogorov complexity are described in detail in [77]. 
rmation in y about x is defined as [68, 74] 
I(x : y) = K(x) - K(x I y*) 
A resul from [32] shows that, up to additive constants, I(x : y) = I(y : x). Thus 
[74], 
K(x) + K(y I x*) = K(y) + K(x I y*) (6.1) 
The information distance E(x, y) is defined as the length of a smallest program 
that ge erates x from y and y from x [74]. A result from [7] indicates that, up to an 
additiv logarithmic term, 
E(x, y) = max{K(y Ix), K(x I y)} (6.2) 
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Bee use it is not normalized, (6.2) may not be an appropriate distance measure. 
For inst nee, according to (6.2), the distance between two very long strings that differ 
only in few positions would be the same as the distance between two short strings 
that di er by the same amount. In [74], the NID d(x, y) is proposed 
d(x y) = max{K(x I y*), K(y Ix*)} 
' max{K(x),K(y)} 
(6.3) 
The function d(x, y) is a normalized information distance (i.e., it is a distance 
metric, takes values in [0,1], and satisfies the normalization condition). It is also 
univers 1 because it includes every computable type of similarity in the sense that, 
whenev r two objects are similar in normalized information in some computable sense, 
then th y are at least that similar in d(x, y) sense [74]. For proofs and more details, 
refer to [7 4]. 
6.1.2 Image Similarity Measure 
d y be two raw images (i.e., strings containing byte streams describing color 
inform tion). In order to be able to use (6.3) for determining distance between x 
and y, e need to estimate K(x), K(y) and their conditional complexities K(x I y), 
K(y I ). For the conditional complexities, by (6.1), K(x I y) = K(x, y) - K(y) 
(up to n additive constant) [74]. Also, K(x, y) = K(xy) (up to additive logarithmic 
precisio ) [7 4]. 
The size of the compressed x is used to approximate K ( x), similarly for K (y). The 
compre sed size of concatenation of x with y is used to estimate K(xy), similarly for 
K (yx). We justify this by the observation that compression algorithms take advantage 
ofredu dancy (i.e., spatial, color coherence) in an image to shrink the representation. 
Theref re, intuitively, if xis a more complex image than y, the size of the compressed 
x woul be larger than that of y. Thus, this corresponds to the intuition that K(y) 
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should e smaller than K(x). Similarly, when x and y are very different, the size of 
the com ressed xy should be larger than when x and y are very similar. Thus, using 
(6.3), t e distance between two raw images x and y can be defined as 
d'(x y) _ max{(lc(xy)l - lc(y)I), (lc(yx)l - lc(x)I)} 
' - max{lc(x)I, lc(y)I} 
(6.4) 
where c( i) is the compressed version of input i and le( i) I is its corresponding size. 
Note th t lc(x)I, lc(xy)I are very rough approximations to K(x) and K(x, y). Thus, 
we do ot expect (6.4) to result in a performance that is high enough for (6.4) to 
be used as a practical tool. The purpose of this preliminary investigation was just 
to obta·n some preliminary evidence to whether or not the NID could be applied to 
lem of determining image similarity. Depending on the preliminary results 
with (6.4), we will then decide whether to investigate implementations of 
the NI based on better approximations to the true Kolmogorov complexities (more 
is on the next section). 
6.1.3 Experimental Results 
ection we present some preliminary experimental results obtained with the 
NID ap roach. The retrieval performance is measured by precision (1.1) and recall 
(1.2). he following data sets were used for evaluation: 
1. T e Texture data set (described in Section 4.3.3). 
2. roundTruth - the University of Washington GroundTruth image database [1]. 
T e images are photographs of different regions and topics. Sample images are 
s own in Figure 6.1. We use the set of 675 annotated images. Each image 
c ntains multiple annotations (i.e., keywords). 
3. I PR-12 - the benchmark database and standard queries from technical com-
ittee 12 of IAPR[59]. The data consists of 1000 images and 30 standard 
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qt~eries . Sample images from the queries can be found in Figure 6. 2. 
4. TJ e Corel data set (described in Section 5.2.3). 
Figure 6.1: Sample images from GroundTruth data set . 
The objective of our experiments was to obtain some preliminary evidence as 
er a crude approximation to the normalized information distance actually 
creates statistically significant image similari ty measurement. Therefore, we tested 
the per,ormance against an uninformed method that used uniform random retrieval 
to selecr images. The Texture data set was used first . For this experiment, libucl [99] 
was usi d as the compressor. The image concatenation was a sequential placement 
of the raw bytes of the second image at the end of the first image. Each image was 
used as a query and the precision of a retrieval set of the twenty nearest images was 
measured. The results are presented in Table 6.1. The NID performed surprisingly 
well and is obviously statistically different than the random approach. It performs 
almost ~s well as 16-dimensional feature vector extracted using Gabor fil ters . Since 
the texiure images contain the repeating patterns of the texture, they are probably 
the bes case sit uation for approximation based on compression. 
Table 6 .1: Texture Data Set Performance 
Random NID Gabor 
Precision at 20 images 0.079 0.80 0. 81 
The GroundTruth data set was used next . We define y as being relevant to x when 
x and y share at least one common annotation . For this experiment, gzip [48] was 
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(b) Query 18 
(d) Query 28 
Figure 6.2: Sample query images from IAPR-1 2 data set. 
used as the compressor. The image concatenation was a sequential placement of the 
raw bytJs of the second image at the end of the first image. Each image was used as a 
query and the precision of a retrieval set of the 20 nearest images was measured and 
present! d in Table 6.2 . The NID method had a precision of 0.578 and the random 
method has a precision of 0.414. To determine if the NID method is statistically 
different from the random method , McNemar 's test [148] was used. In McNemar's 
test for two classifiers, A and B , the z statistic is 
ln01 - n1ol - 1 
z = -,=====--
Jn10 + no1 
where +1 is the number of samples misclassified by A but not by B and n 10 is the 
number of samples misclassified by B but not by A. In this case, n 01 = 2358 and 
n 10 = 4572 out of a total of 13500 classified samples ( twenty for each of the 675 
images) and z = 26.58. The quantity z2 is distributed approximately as x2 with one 
degree I f freedom. Thus we can reject the null hypothesis that the classifiers have 
the sa , e error rate and assert that the NID is expressing a statistically significant 
similarly measure. 
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Table 6.2: GroundTruth Data Set Performance 
Random NID 
Precision at 20 images 0.414 0.578 
The IAPR-12 data set was used next. We used the queries that contained two im-
ages (q eries 5, 18, 20, 21, 25, 26, and 28). Each image was used as a query image and 
the ran of the other image was determined by sorting the images based on distance 
from t e query. For this experiment, libucl [99] was used as the compressor. Two 
of image concatenation were tried. In addition to the previous sequential 
ation, an interleaving of the two images was done by alternating the bytes 
two images. The sequential concatenation performed well on query 18 (Fig-
ure 6.2.(b)) with the desired retrieval image ranking first, but on query 25 (Figure 
6.2.(c)) the desired image had rank 926. Over all of the queries, the average rank 
of the esired image was 501 and not different than random retrieval (which would 
average 499.5). Switching the concatenation to an interleaving approach improved 
the ave age rank to 395 but actually pushed the worst result from query 25 out to 
rank 9 1. Though the approach worked very well on some of the individual queries, 
further investigation of the IAPR data set is needed due to the difficulty of some the 
queries. 
The Corel data set was used next. For this experiment, we used JPEG compres-
sion [1 4]. JPEG is a lossy compression algorithm that uses transform coding. First, 
the im e is subdivided into blocks of 8x8 pixels. Then, a conversion to the frequency 
domain is performed by applying a two-dimensional discrete cosine transform (DCT) 
to each block. The results of psychophysical experiments suggest that the human eye 
is not s sensitive to high frequency brightness variation. Thus, the amount of infor-
mation contained in the high frequency components can be greatly reduced without 
human being able to perceive any significant difference in the image. Therefore, the 
next st p is a quantization step in which each component in the frequency domain is 
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divided by a constant for that component and then rounded to the nearest integer. 
This is the main lossy step in the algorithm. The results of this quantization are 
then en ,oded by using a special form of lossless data compression known as entropy 
encoding. This involves arranging the quantized coefficients in a zig-zag order that 
groups :iimilar frequencies together and then using Huffman coding [104]. Figure 6.3 






Figure 6.3: JPEG compression. 
___.. Compressed 
Image 
The image concatenation was a sequential placement of the quantized coefficients 
(resulti 1g from the quantization step) of the second image at the end of the quantized 
coefficiEnts of the first image. Then, the entropy encoding step was performed on the 
concatenated coefficients. Note that, in the quantization step, frequency components 
from be th images that are close enough will be rounded to the same nearest integer 
(i.e., to the same quantized coefficient). Thus, the entropy encoder step will exploit 
not onl, redundancies between the two images but also implicitly, similarities between 
them. ]8ach image was used as a query and the precision of a retrieval set of twenty 
nearest images was measured. The results are presented in Table 6.3. Once again, 
the NID performed surprisingly well and is obviously statistically different than the 
random approach. It does not perform much worse than unified feature matching 
(UFM) [17] ( described in Section 2.3) using 9-dimensional feature vectors. 
Table 6.3: Corel Data Set Performance 
Random NID UFM 
Precision at 20 images 0.05 0.331 0.466 
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Alt ough the NID measure is not computable and not even effectively approx-
imable 76], it does provide insight into what we would want to do in the ideal case. 
This in ight can be used to guide our attempts at simulating the NID measure at 
evels of precision. We determined that even the very crude approximation to 
Kolmo rov complexity that compression generates was able to generate statistically 
signific nt dissimilarity measure for images when the NID approach was followed. 
This is an encouraging result that indicates that other attempts at simulating NID 
We lan on exploring other methods of concatenating images and of compressing 
images, such as fractal and wavelet compression, that may better exploit the 2D 
nature f images. Another area where it may be useful to try the NID approach is 
in the atching of variable-length feature vectors. The NID approach may create a 
very pr ctical method that goes beyond the individual region matching but does not 
require the expense of determining the higher level relationships among the regions. 
Anothe area of future research is the exploration of the NID approach as a feature-
indepe dent method of structuring an image data set. 
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Ch pter 7 
Co clusions and Future Work 
In this issertation, the problem of mapping the low-level physical characterization 
of imag s to high-level semantic concepts was addressed by focusing on inter-query 
learnin in content-based image retrieval (CBIR) with both global and region-based 
image r presentations. While the focus was on inter-query learning, novel intra-query 
learnin approaches as well as a novel image representation and similarity measure 
We resented two novel techniques for performing inter-query learning with global 
image r presentations. Both techniques use support vector machines (SVM) for learn-
ing the lass distributions of users' high-level query concepts from retrieval experience. 
They e based on a relevance feedback (RF) framework that learns one-class support 
achines (lSVM) from retrieval experience to represent the set memberships 
of user ' high-level query concepts and stores them in a "concept database". The 
"conce t database" provides a mechanism for accumulating inter-query learning ob-
tained rom previous queries. The geometric view of lSVMs allows a straightforward 
interpr tation of the density of past interaction in a local area of the feature space and 
thus all ws the decision of exploiting past information only if enough past exploration 
of the 1 cal area has occurred. 
The first approach does a fuzzy classification of a new query into the regions of 
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support represented by the lSVMs in the "concept database". In this way, past expe-
rience i merged with current intra-query learning. The second approach incorporates 
inter-q ery learning into the query modification and distance reweighing framework. 
he main advantages of these approaches is the capability of making an intel-
ligent i itial guess on a new query when the query is first presented to the system. 
emonstrated the superior performance of the proposed approaches over other 
method and confirmed that image retrieval performance can be improved by the 
integra ion of inter-query learning. Furthermore, performance increases in the initial 
retrieva set where a traditional intra-query-learning-only approach would require at 
least o e iteration of RF to provide some improvement. Thus, user interaction can 
be redu ed by decreasing the number of iterations that are needed to satisfy a query. 
We pla to investigate the possibility of using a machine learning approach such as 
artifici 1 neural networks or reinforcement learning to have a more principled way of 
exploiti g intra and inter-query learning that adapts to the current situation. 
lso presented two novel intra-query learning approaches for CBIR with region-
based i age representations. The first method, probabilistic region relevance learning 
(PRRL , is based on the observation that regions in an image have unequal impor-
tance f r computing image similarity. It automatically estimates region relevance 
based o user's feedback. It can be used to set region weights in region-based image 
retriev 1 frameworks that use an overall image-to-image similarity measure. Cur-
rently, RRL only performs intra-query learning. That is, for each given query, the 
user's£ edback is used to learn the relevance of the regions in the query and the learn-
ing pro ess starts from ground up for each new query. However, it is also possible 
to expl it inter-query learning to enhance the retrieval performance of future queries. 
Thus, f r a new query, instead of starting the learning process from ground up, we 
could e ploit the previously learned region importances of similar queries. This would 
be very beneficial specially in the initial retrieval set since, instead of using uniform 
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weighti g or some other weighting heuristic, we could make a more informed initial 
estimat of the relevance of regions in the new query. We plan to investigate the 
possibil ty of incorporating inter-query learning into the PRRL framework as part of 
our fut re work. 
The second approach is based on SVM learning. Traditional approaches based 
on SV learning require the use of fixed-length image representations because SVM 
kernels epresent an inner product in a feature space that is a non-linear transforma-
tion of he input space. However, many CBIR methods that use region-based image 
tations create a variable-length image representation and define an arbitrary 
similari y measure between two variable-length representations. Thus, the standard 
proach cannot be applied because the similarity measure may violate the 
ents that a SVM places on the kernel. Fortunately, a generalized SVM has 
been d veloped that allows the use of an arbitrary kernel. We presented a learning 
algorit m based on generalized support vector machines ( GSVM). Since a GSVM 
does no place restrictions on the kernel, any image similarity measure can be used. 
The ex erimental results on general-purpose images show convincingly the efficacy of 
the pro osed method in improving image retrieval performance. Currently, for each 
query, he user's RF is used as training data and the learning process starts from 
ground up for each new query. However, it is also possible to exploit the long term 
learnin accumulated over the course of many query sessions. This would be very 
benefici 1 specially in the initial retrieval set since, instead of ranking images based 
only on the similarity measure, we could make a more informed initial estimate of the 
relevan e of images to the user's query concept. We plan to investigate the possibility 
of incor orating long-term learning into this GSVM-based learning framework as part 
ture work. 
A g neric intra/inter-query learning approach that addresses the problem of se-
mantic lly meaningful image segmentation was also proposed. A large number of 
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images gmentation techniques have been proposed in the literature. However, most 
image s gmentation algorithms create regions that are homogeneous with respect to 
one or ore low-level features according to some similarity measure. Unfortunately, 
homage eous regions based on low-level features usually do not correspond to mean-
jects. We proposed an algorithm based on multiple-instance learning (MIL) 
that ex loits both intra and inter-query learning for automatically improving the seg-
mentati n of images in a database. The main advantage of this approach is that 
it can utomatically refine the segmentation of images into semantically-meaningful 
Fin lly, we presented an initial investigation into what we believe is the logical 
continu tion of the CBIR idea of searching visual content directly. It is based on the 
observa ion that, since ultimately, the entire visual content of an image is encoded into 
its raw ata (i.e., the raw pixel values), in theory, it should be possible to determine 
image s'milarity based on the raw data alone. We presented an initial investigation 
into an image dissimilarity measure following from the theoretical foundation of the 
recentl proposed normalized information distance (NID). A very crude approxima-
he Kolmogorov complexity of an image was created by compression. Using 
roximation, we calculated the NID between images and used it as a metric 
for CBI . The compression-based approximation to Kolmogorov complexity, though 
very ro gh, was shown to be valid by proving that it creates a statistically signifi-
cant di similarity measure by testing it against a null hypothesis of random retrieval. 
Althou h the approximations used in this initial investigation may not currently be 
practic 1 for CBIR, the results are encouraging that additional research into methods 
guided y the NID approach may be fruitful. We plan on exploring other methods 
tenating images and of compressing images, such as fractal and wavelet com-
pressio , that may better exploit the 2D nature of images. Another area where it 
may be useful to try the NID approach is in the matching of variable-length feature 
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vectors. The NID approach may create a very practical method that goes beyond 
the indi idual region matching but does not require the expense of determining the 
higher 1 vel relationships among the regions. Another area of future research is the 
explora ion of the NID approach as a feature-independent method of structuring an 
image d ta set. 
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